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Four bartenders were 
arrested at HeadLightZ at 1:30 
a.m. on Sunday; along with four 
patrons who were caught dealing 
illegal drugs. . 
HeadLightZ American Bar 
and Grill, located· on East 
Colonial Drive, is ~own to many 
students as one of the less 
respectable nightclubs near cam-
pus. Simply put, "It's ghetto," 
said juliior Danny Cardona; 21. 
Students like Cardona and junior 
Eden Mier, 22 visited the club a 
few times before leaving for good 
While lacking a certain 
ambiance is not a felony; selling 
narcotics and alcohol to under-
age'patrons is. 
The Sheriff's Office, the 
Florida division of Alcoholic 
Beverages and Tobacco, the 
Metropolitan Bureau · - of 
Investigation and the Florida 
Pepartment of Law Enforcement · 
raided the bar after d'ocument-
ing 21 illegal drug deals within 
the establishment between drug 
dealers and undercover agents 
since June 2QQ1. . 
·• , -- because of its less-than-elegant 
Jeffrey D. Martin, 43, owns 
the club and had signed a con-
sent agreement insuring that the 
club would take action to P!event 
.• 
atmosphere and fairly frequent 
bar brawls. PLEASE SEE Club oN 3 
- . ' 




to 'Keep Dian~' 
University's decision to 
dismiss professor 
angers many students 
DANIELLE DEPARI 
STAFF WRITER 
University officials decided 
this month to .issue legal studies 
professor Diane Sudia a notice of 
termination after they repeated-
ly threatened to dismiss her and 
her husband Rob Remis," also a 
professor, ·on several occasions 
iil the past. ' 
Although faculty members 
would not comment on why they 
want Sudia terminated from her 
position, students suspect that 
te~ured professors are "trying to 
push her out." 
Like many students, Trial 
P1Ee.sE SEE Students oN 6 
15 minutes of fame 
Why we shouldn't be enthralled with actors' personal pit-falls. 
-OPINIONS, 11 




to get - • 
.\ 
lLLUST,RA.TlON BY-ADAM SHIVER I CFF . 
6arnering gay rights 








A lejandro Zapata weig~ed only 120 pounds-when he came to UCF his 
freshman year. He had always had 
problems gaining weight and was tired 
· of being. light. When he used anabolic 
steroids, he primarily W,anted to put on 
some peunds. "Not really get bigger, I 
just wanted to gain weight," Zapata said. 
"I have a fast metabolism." 
As a member of a fra-
ternity, Zapata saw the bene-
fits of steroid use. His 
. friends in the fraternity u8ed 
steroids, and did . them 
responsibly. "These guys 
didn't go 9verboard," Zapata 
said 
"So I moved in with 
them," Zapata said ''They 
kept saying 'Do it, do it, do it.' 
I kind of wanted to because I 
was only 120 pounds. So I 
was like, 'whatever'. So I 
tried it the first time basical-
ly to gain weight, gam 
strength." 
As Sports Illustrated 
reported, anabolic steroids 
-have recently become a 
major ·issue in baseball, but 
athletes have been using 
steroids for decades to add 
muscle mass and boost ath-
letic performance. While 
UCF's scholarship athletes 
do not use illicit perform-
. ance-enhancingdrugs, many 
regular students, particular-
lyin fraternities, have turned 
to steroids to get bigger. 
UCF head athletic 
Index: 
National Briefs ...... ~ . _ 3 
WSJ Campus Edition . . . . . . 8 
Editorials .... . .... : . . . 10 
Crossword ..... : ... -. . . . 24 
trainer Darryl Conway 
explained that the NCAA'.s 
random drug test program 
keeps most athletes from 
using steroids. · 
"I thirik ifs more of a 
problem among non-athletes 
than it is among athletes 
because athletes always 
have that threat of being 
.tested," Conway said. · 
Conway said that no 
UCF athlete has tested posi-
tive for steroids since he took 
the position of head athletic 
trainer in the fall of 2001. 
REACH: Peer Edu- · 
cation distributes a booklet 
that attempts to educate stu-
dents on the effects of -
steroids. The booklet 
defines steroids as "syntheti-
cally manufactured com-
pounds which are similar to 
the ~ale androgen, testos-
terone." Scientists created 
steroids ''to produce a prod- · 
uct that would include the 
· highly- anabolic effects of 
testosterone while avoiding · 
the androgenic effects." 
- Anabolic refers to the 
PLEASE SEE Steroids ON s 
UCF FACT 
Donald SeaY.. chair and artistic 
director for UCF s Theater 
Department. is Arts Educator of 
the Year for Higher Education. _ 
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National Briefs · · 
U.S. bishops tum attention to Hispanics 
WASHINGTON -The United States' 
Roman Catholic bishops Tuesday approved a 
new plan for ministering to Hispanics, a 
reflection of both the growing presence of 
Hispanics in the church and the competition 
for their religious loyalties. 
The annual meeting here of the U.S. 
Conference of Catholic Bishops has been 
dominated· by discussion of the year-long 
scandal caused by s~ally abusive priests. 
But Tuesday, the bishops turned to another -
topic that is tranSforming a chUrch which has 
long been dominated in the United States by 
the descendants of hish, German and Italian 
immigrants. · 
The new ministry - plan, entitled 
"Encuentro and Mission: A Renewed 
Pastoral Framework for Hispanic Ministry," 
calls for incorporating Hispanics into the life 
and leadership of the church and grooming 
them for leadership positions. Music, lan-
guagB and ritual books should be available in 
Spanish, and evangelization of the Hispanic 
population should be a major emphasis, the 
report said 
That emphasis on evangelization 
reflects a major problem the church faces. 
Even as Hispanic· numbers are growing in 
Catholic parishes, many other Hispanics are 
leaving the church, often for Protestant evan-
gelical congregations. 
FBI report slams Alf 
-WASHINGTON - An internal FBI 
reportthat is harshly critic3J. of the Bureau of 
AlcohoL 'Ibbacco and FITearms is threaten-
ing to damage years of bridge-building 
between the two agBncies. 
Tuesday, some federai law enforcement 
officers and officials from both organizations 
struggled to downpl3.y the report and defuse 
the tensions. 
'Ille 11-pagB .report made a pc;>int-by-
point argument about why the ATF should 
:i;i.ot be granted a lead role in invest!gations 
~volving bombs, firearms and explosives if it 
is absorbed into the Justice Department in a 
reorganization involving the creation of a 
Homeland Security Department. 
The report charged that ATF agBnts are 
poorly trained, lack experience and show a 
"disregard for safety." The report uses as 
examples a few low-profile investigations 
around the country. But it also mentions trou-
bles involving the Salt Lake City Olympics 
and the recent sniper investigation, which 
Attorney General John Ashcroft has hailed as 
a model of agBncy cooperation. 
News• 3 
Peiia: . Stlldetits ·excluded from 
' . 
.the decision-making process 
STEPHEN HIRST 
STAFF WRITER 
Student Body President 
Marco Pefia is questioning uni-:-
versity officials . as to why the 
proposed group responsibility 
policy for student organi,zations 
didn't go to a final vote before 
the Golden Rule Review 
Committee as have other pro-
posed changes to the Golden 
Rule. 
The group responsibility 
policy, which woUld sanction 
entire student organizations if a 
few of -their members misbe-
haved, has fueled an ongoing 
debate between Greek mem-
bers, SGA leaders and universi- _ 
ty officials for over a month. 
While certain proposals, 
such as the new 2.5 grade point 
averagB requirement for stu-
dent leaders approved by the 
Golden Rule Review Committee 
in a final vote, the proposal for a 
group responsibility policy did 
not go before the committee for 
a final vote, according to Pefia. 
"I checked the minutes of 
Group responsibility 
policy did not go be for(! .. 
committee for final vote 
those committee meetings, and 
the student committee never 
voted on the issue," he said "It 
never appears on the agBnda." 
The Golc_len Rule Review 
Committee is comprised of stu-
dents and facultywho make rec-
ommendations to iinplement 
new campus policies or change 
existing ones, and vote to pass 
or reject proposals before they 
are sent to 'Tum Huddleston for 
final approval. Huddleston is the 
vice president of student enroll-
ment and development services 
atUCE 
Pena oontends that the 
same administrators who have 
insisted all along that all Golden 
Rule changes come out of stu-
dent recommendations secretly 
wrote the proposed policy into 
the Golden Rule changes. 
Pefia also insisted that the 
students at those meetings were 
not an accurate representation 
of the UCF student body. 
· "I've been to the committee 
meetings, and there were, at 
most, four students at any given 
meeting," he said 
"It isn't just a Greek issue," 
he said. "This affects all student 
o~ations. Nobody wants to 
be punished as an entire group 
for the actions of only a few 
members." . 
Patricia MacKown, director 
of student rights and responsi-
bilities, has maintained that she 
has no vested interest in the pol-
icy, and contends that the_ pro-
posals were not her own agBn-
da, but rather recommenda-
tions from students, collected 
throughout a series of Golden 
Rule Review Committee meet-
ings. 
But Pena said that all pro-
posals, except the group respon-
sibility policy, have appeared in 
the ·meeting minutes, which_ 
proves that students haven't 
been .involved in the decision-
making process regarding_ this 
issue. 
"I'd rather the [ adillinistra-
tion] just be up front and_ say, 
'Listen, these are the rules we 
fl.re going to set in place and we 
haven'.t included you in the 
process,' " he said · 
The Greek community has 
been more demonstrative than 
other organizations in its disap-
proval of the group responsibili-
ty policy. The rule changes 
prompted a protest of ihe 
Homecoming parade by most 
fraternities and sororities: 
However.· -repre~~-atives 
of other organizatio~,~ ~ch as 
Free the Planet! and NOR.ML, 
also have voiced op~sition to 
the new measures. t? 
~ 
Club owner claims he tried to 
prevent undefage drinking, drugs 
FROM PAGE 1 
the occurrence of underage 
drinkjpg and drug use in the 
club. · 
··~ 
Rooney emphasizes that 
·these are not isolated inci-
dents. Agents have observed 
• r- High court hears argument on dilution 
According to Ed Christie, 
"1.e club's general manager, 
"HeadlightZ is a responsible 
vendor," and will "continue to 
work with and support the 
local agmcies" in order to alle-
viate the problem. 
Lieutenant Paul Rooney of 
the Metropolitan Bureau of 
Investigation, who headed. the 
sting operation, disagreed. "I 
don't think they're complying," 
he said. "[The occurrence of 
crime] hasn't ·significantly 
changed since they've been 
notified." 
· blatant use of marijuana, 
cocaine and ecstasy in the 
club, including anecdotal 
occurrences of a securify 
guard "taking a hit from a 
blunt" and a pool table. covered 
with packaged drugs retldy for 
sale. Club disc jockeys some:;· 
times announced the presence 
of the "po-po," indicating that 
drugs were in the establish-






WASHINGTON - Victor and Cathy 
Moseley thought ''Victor's Secret" would be a 
catchy name for the adult novelties shop they 
opened in Elizabethtown, Ky., four years ago. 
But the owners of a certain well-estab-
lished lingerie retailer weren't amused 
· Alerted to the new sex-toys establish-
-ment by an offended Army lawyer at nearby 
Fbrt Knox, V Secret Catalogue Inc., which 
owris a trademark on the name ''Victoria's-
Secret," sent the Moseleys a cease-and-desist 
letter - then sued them after the Kentucky 
· couple merely tweaked their shop's title to 
"Victor's Little. Secret." 
Martin signed the consent 
agreement in April of this year, 
but the problem has not been 
solved. While the club has 
posted signs prohibiting drugs 
and has hired off-duty police 
officers for security purposes, -
in accordance with the agree-
ment, Rooney said that illegal 
On Tuesctay, the case came to a head at 
the Supreme Court, where the justices con-
ducted a lively oral argument in what could 
be a pivotal case about the role of govern-
ment in protecting famous brand names. 
,activities are still common-
This is the first time the court has been 
called upon to interpret the 1996 Federal 
Trademark Dilution Act (FIDA). 
-COMPllID lf't' STAFF WRflER KRISTA l/Ull 
place at HeadLightZ. · 
The nightclub has repeat-
edly been the site of drug use 
and dealing, according . to 
Rooney. Undercover agents 
have arrested 19 suspects 
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Four Headlightz bartenders were charged with selling alcohol to minors Sunday. 
since last year for selling mari-
juana, cocaine, ecstasy, or alco-
hol illegally. Outstanding felony 
warrants have been issued for 
11 individuals not arrested on 
Sunday. 
According to Rooney; 
undercover agents were able 
to purchase marijuana and 
cocaine four times within a 
two-hour time span immediate-
ly preceding the arrests. 
Michael c: Green, 19, Eric J. 
Roux, 25, and Carlisle 
Johnson, 28 were all . arrested 
for selling marijuana to agents, 
while Patrick Kimbrough, 38, 
sold cocaine to the agents. All 
four were taken to Orange 
County Jail. - Meanwhile, one 
underage agent was able to 
purchase alcoholic drinks from 
four different employees at the 
club. Bartenders Rebecca 
Lockovich, 22, Shanon Fisher, 
21, Nicole Andrews, 21, and 
Meghan Henriques, 21, were 
charged with misdemeanors 
and released on bail. 
Numerous patrons were using 
marijuana at the time, but 
were not arrested. 
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Bruce Meeks, 19, said that 
many people he met at 
HeadLightZ were not UCF stu-
dents, and attendance changes 
from night to night, depending 
on the tYJ>e of music the club 
plays. 
Although HeadLightZ 
faced similar problems in the 
past, it is unclear what action 
will be taken against the club. 
Rooney' will present the evi-
dence his agents have gath-· 
ered on Nov. 26 to the Nuisance 
Abatement Board that has the 
authority to fine, issue a writ-
ten reprimand or shut down 
the club permanently. Closing 
the club is a last resort, he said. 
'We don't want to take away 
anyone's livelihood." 
The CentraJF/orida Ftlhue is a free 
independent campus newspaper 
serving the Unh-ersity of C'.eatral 
1'1orida. The Future is published 
Mondays and Thursdays during the 
fall and spring semesters and 
Wednesdays during the summer 
semester. Opinions in The Future 
are those of tire individual columnist 
and not necessarily those of the 
editorial staff or the University 
Administration. All content is 
property of The Central Florida 
Future and may not be reprinted in 
part or in Whole withoutpermis.5ion 
from the publishec 
Distribution. 
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Faculty. stand could:· lend push 
to Orlando policy protecting gays· 
Rollins faculty resolution supports anti-
discrimination position. Will UCF follow? 
JASON IRSAY 
STAFF WRITER 
The l'.3.culty Senate ha$ not 
taken a stand on whether the city 
of Orlando should add sexual ori-
entati01i to its anti-discrimination 
policie~. but a faculty resolution 
could influence whether such a 
c~ · is adopted' by UCF, the 
Faculty Senate president said. 
Micpael Mullens, the senate 
president, said he has tracked the 
proposal for weeks, and expressed 
surprise that no faculty members 
' have raised the issue. The measure 
- which has been passionately 
debated in Orlando City Council 
workshop sessions and· full-page 
newspaper advertisements in the 
Orwndo Sentinel -will be heard 
again by the council on Monday, 
with a final vote on the matter 
scheduled for next month. 
The faculty of Rollins College 
already has endorsed the inclusion · 
of sexual orientation in the city 
ordinance. A similar stand by UCF 
faculty would add momentum both 
to the Orlando or~ance and to 
the growing movement to have sex-
ual orientation added as a protect-
ed class in UCF's own anti-dis-
crimination policy, Mullens said 
Mullens based his assertion 
, on the Faculty Senate's past 
. record "Since I've been here, I 
don't know of any resolutions that 
the provost. and the president 
haven't passed;" he ' said These 
· resolutions have included a change 
that allows C-minus grades to 
rereive Gonion Rule credit, anoth-
er requiring all minors to co11:tain a 
minimum of 18-semester · hours 
credit, and the implementation of 
the plus-minus grading system. 
Yet a Faculty Senate resolu-
tion urging protection for gays and 
lesbians· would not guarantee its 
implementation, · Mullens said. 
Because of the controversy sur-
rounding the issue, Mullens said 
UCF President John Hitt probably 
would seek other advice. - ."He 
would· respond, but he might not 
approve it," Mullens said. "That's 
one that he would probably take to 
the board [of trustees]." 
Mullens said other topics, 
such as the plus-minus grading 
system and Amendment 11, have 
occupied the attention of faculty 
lately. ' 
SCllTERI . 
A-C C E S S I R 11 S 
ClOTHllli 
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Although the passage of a res- anti-discrimination policy in the with discussions . last spring. 
olution supporting the addition of past. ''In terms of the union, it is · Rollins College does not have a fao-
sexual · orientation would add one of the issues that we have been ulty senate. Eather, the entire fao-
strength to the causes, faculty pushing," Chase said. ulty meets and makes decision as ·a 
members do not see a need to get He added: ·"From our stand- group. 
involved in the fight, according to point, it'~ an issue of fairness and 'We have a very active diversi-
Harland Chase. [inclusion]." ty committee that collected signa-
Chase, a me:qiber ·of the Thus far, the union's efforts to tures last spring supporting the 
Faculty Senate who sits on .the include sexual . orientation have gay onlinance," Levis said "Over 
steering committee, said faculty come up short, in part because of 120 of our- faculty signed it out of 
members· have not brought the the union's uncertain future. "It is 150 members. The student body 
issue before the senate because one of the things that the union asked the faculty to support it in 
they have not faced discrimination. wants added to the new contract," September.'" . 
"If they were being discriminated Chase said 'We don't know that · Tlie faculty of Rollins felt that . 
against, we would have heard . we even have a new contract." it could send a messag"e with the 
about it," Chase said The faculty union's current resolution, Levis said 'We hope to 
Naval Modani, an associate contract expires Jan. 7, and the pressurethecityofOrlando,"Levis . 
professor of finance and one-time union's role in the state's soon-to- said "Rollins has a non-discrimi-
president of the Faculty Senate, be restructured higher education nation policy of its own, so we are 
said the senate has not involved system remains unknown. fairly out in front on these issues." 
itself in the subject because it gen- Whether the .Faculty Senate Until UCF faculty menibers 
erally addresses only academic issues a resolution or not, UCF take a stand, UCF will not send a . 
matters. already lags behind Rollins College message of its own. Hitt rerently 
"The Faculty Senate doesn't when it comes to protecting its gay said that no change in the city or 
get . involved in p0litics," Modani and lesbian employees from clli;- campus poli~ies was needed. 
said crimination. According to Barry Modani said he has not heard any 
Modani agreed with Mullens Levis, faculty president of Rollins discussion among faculty members 
that a resolution addressing either College, Rollins protects gay and about the topic, and does not know 
the city ordinance or the UCF poll- lesbian employees, and has done what stand, if any, the Faculty 
cy could spur action. "The Faculty so for the past 20 years. Senate will take. The next F8culty 
Senate does have a voice," Modani "Gay and lesbian employees Senate meeting is-Nov. 21. 'Tm 
conceded. - get partner benefits [at Rollins]," aware of no such discussion going 
Chase, who also serves as the Levis said on at this time." 
faculty union president, added that The Rollins faculty resolution Modani added, "I think the 
the union, which-is separate from supporting the proposed addition Faculty Senate should discuss any-
the Faculty Senate, has tried to get of sexual orientation to Orlando's thing that deals with.the quality of 
sexual orientation added to UCF's 1 anti-discrimination policy began education."_ 
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Steroids harden arteries, 
promote heart disease 
FROM PAGE 1 
muscle-building effects of 
steroids, while · androgenic 
means promotfug masculine 
characterjstics. 
A number of factors, includ-
ing physical, p8ychological and 
environmental, can drive· a typi-
cal workout warrior to take ana-
bolic steroids, according to 
REACH peer counselor and 
steroid guru Steve Simmons. 
Who a person is around, where 
he or she works out, 
and who he or she -
talks to all play a role 
, in detern;Lining 
whether a person will 
· ttike steroids. 
"Maybe some 
sort of setback ill the 
· gym. Maybe some-
thlng happened, they 
•injured themselves," 
Simmons said. 
''They get. to a 
plateau point, and 
they can never move past it. 
Maybe they see the people 
they're with moving past it [the 
plateau point]." Self-esteem 
plays a very 1afgB role in the 
deoormination. ''Maybe just inse-
curities of their pwn; body image 
-problems," -S~ons said 
Conway attributed steroid 
use by non-:-athletes to societal 
pressure to look bigger or more 
attractive. Athletes have differ-
ent motivations. "In an athlete, 
fd say the performance 
enhancement of- having bigger 
strength or speed, etc." leads to 
steroid use, Conway said 
Zapata saiq his friends in 
the fraternity infiuenred his deci-
sion to use. "It was definitely · 
easier than, . say, me asking 
somebody how to do it, and do it 
by myself, not knowing the right 
ways, or the bestwayto go about 
it," Zapata said "It was a lot eas-
ier with them ·living there [to] 
guide me Throughit." 
Zapata saw a noticeable . 
change from using steroids. "I 
went from 122 [pounds] to 175 in 
three and ahalf rrionths," Zapata 
said "It was definitely cool. My 
strength went up, like skyrocket-
ed" 
Zapata said he did not go . 
through many of the serious side 
effects that often accompany 
steroid use. Men can experience 
shrinking of the testicles, . 
reduced sperm count, infertility, 
baldness and breast develop-
ment. . women can experience 
facial hair growth, c~s in 
their menstrual cycles, ~nlargB­
ment of the clitoris and deepen-
ing of the voice. . 
Several side effects can 
strike users of either sex. 
Michael Deichen, associate 
direct.or of clinical ~rvices at 
UCF student Health Services, 
t.a:lked about the general da.ngBrs 
associated with steroid. use. 
"Hardening of the arteries, heart 
disease, liver damagB, acne, hair 
loss and loss of control of tem-
perament," Deichen said .. 
'There is no quality assur-
ance," Deichen added "There 
are amateur doctors prescnbing 
unknown qwmtities." 
Zapata saia he received his 
steroids through the mail "I got 
·it from a guy- in Gainesville," 
Zapata said "He got it mailed to 
him, and then he mailed it to me. 
That's all I know." · 
Liver problems commonly 
ooour in steroid users, particu-
larly those }$a~ oral steroids. 
"That's because oral steroids 
have to be broken down by the 
liver," Simmons explained. 
As Deichen noted, steroid 
users.often do not maintain con-
trol of their emotions. WJld mood 
swings and increased aggres-
sion, symptoms of "roid -~", 
put steroid users : and those 
around them in d~r. "There 
is more and more of a recognized 
association with anger, rage, and 
volatile personalities of individu-
als who utilize anabolic 
steroids," . Deichen 
said. 
He added: 
"People are more 
likely to become vio- . 
lent and aggressive 
and pe less in control 
of their tempera-
ment. It's a scary sit-
uation. Those per-
sons who utilize 
those drugs could be 
Deichen p_uttingthemselves in 
jeopardy - · creating 
conflicts, fights - or others. Ifs 
not something that you.necessar-
ily control." · 
Zapata said that because 
he used better steroids, he did 
not experience most of the nega-
tive side effects that plague so 
many other users, but he notired 
some changes, such as increased 
aggression. "When I was playing 
sports, I was a little louder, a little 
cr~ier," Zapata recalled. "I . 
would scream at . the other 
team. . .I would sweat a lot niore, 
just sweat fqr no reason." 
Zapata said he has seen the 
bad side of steroid use. "Some 
people, like my roommate that 
always does it, he has a teniper, 
but he doesn't get out of controL" 
Zapata said ''When he starts 
getting mad, he starts laugnmg 
about it. He, like, becomes like a 
'mid' monster. He starts beating 
on himself, like a monkey. - He 
starts screaming." 
Zapata also mentioned a 
fraternity brother he knows who 
used steroids so often he had to 
stay in bed because he could not 
move. 
Steroids have legitimate 
medical uses, as Deichen noted 
"There are some medical µses," 
Deiehen said. "There are 
steroids that are not anabolic 
~steroids." 
"Prednisone is· .a steroid 
that can be used appropriately to 
treat asthma and severe aller-
gies," Deichen said "It reverses 
allergic reactions, and when 
used appropriately it can be life 
saying. There are male and 
female hormones that are used 
for a variety of circunistances." 
Deichen added: "Some-
·times we use male hormones ill 
very low doses · to help sexual 
drive in women. There are men 
that have a diseased state or a 
situation that causes µestruction 
of the testicles or pituitary gland. 
They may need male hormones 
to replace what they've lost. 
.Agairi, its small dosagBs relative 
to how people use them to build 
muscle mass." 
Zapata used a steroid 
called sustanon, along with 
gamma hydroxy-butyrate, oom-
monly known as GHB. He has no 
regrets about his steroid use, but 
he will not use steroids agnin. .''I 
knew I would just do it that one 
time," Zapata said "My one 
cycle, and I was done. That's 
why I got the best stuff, did it 
right. I just wanted to jump in 
weight real quick'' 
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Powell:· Students should stay aware ·of world events· 
ROBERT LOPEZ 
TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE 
WASIIlNGTON - Staying 
- ·out of other people's business may 
have. been an attractive foreign 
policy option before Sept. 11, 
especially to young people, but 
when terrorists attacked the 
· World Trade Center last year they 
were forced to care whether they 
wanted to or not, Secretary of 
State Colin Powell said. 
'We don't live in an island 
-anymore," he said. "(The lJnited · 
States) may have two oceans, but 
it is not disconnected from any 
otber place in the world. And our 
security rests on the overall secu-
rity situation in the world." 
As the Cold War ended in the 
early 1990s, many Americans, 
especially college students, lost 
interest in world events. Powell 
spoke about the apathy during an 
exclusive interview in his State 
Department office as the Bush 
administration was trying to draft 
a resolution on weapons .inspec-
tors in Iraq. 
"I had seen, in my first 17 
years of life, eight years of war," 
Powell said. 'We read a lot in 
those days, followed current 
events. But again, that was in the 
old days when everyone was wor-
ried about getting drafted." 
Student apathy, not only 
about foreign affairs ·but also 
about domestic issu~s, has been 
an issue almost since 18-year-olds 
were granted_ the right to vote in 
197·1. A recent poll conducted by 
the Center for Democracy and 
Citizenship found that less than 
21 percent of voters between the 
ages of 18 and 24 cast ballots in 
· the 1998 elections. Less than 50 
percent voted in_the 2000 presi-
dential elections. 
Though such numbers per-
sist, Powell believes that Sept. 11 
and the recent debate on a possi-
ble war with Iraq have had a pro-
. found e_ffect. 
"Along comes Sept. 11 and 
they realize, 'My heavens, there is 
an enemy,' " .he said. "There is 
something out there. It isn't called 
communism, it ' isn't ' called fas~ 
cism, it's.ealled terrorism. For the 
first time since 1S12, the United 
States was attacked on its own 
shores by a foreign enemy. 
. This was sobering· and it was 
visual. Everyone could see those 
towers fall and the Pentagon get 
hit and the plane crash in 
Pennsylvania, over and over and 
over. 
"Suddenly we saw there was 
an enemy, who had a name, a face 
and was .determined. How do you 
go after this enemy? Do you build 
a . coalition? And for the past 14 
months it has come back into our 
consciousness." 
Instead of focusing on ·one 
· geographic area, Powell said stu-
dents should keep an eye on the 
world as a whole. 
"You can't turn your back on 
the rest of the world," he said. "It's 
hard to separate out and- say 
'watch this or wateh that.' College 
students, regardless of where 
they're headed in life, have an 
. obligation to keep themselves 
inf9rmed on all major issues. 
They should read broadly 
and read deeply. But they should-
n't become so concerned with one 
area th.at they don't see how it 
connects to other countries or 
other issues." 
The secretary believes that 
students . who have any doubt 
about the repercussions of taking 
an isolationist stance· should see 
the implications · of terrorism, 
whether they're in a Moscow the-
atre or a Bali nightclub. 
"Suddenly · those thingS are 
real," . he said. "It makes people · 
KRTCAMPUS 
Secretary of State Colin Powell, (above, right) greets Rebecca Waddingham of Colorado State 
University and Robert Lopez of Ball State University. 
say 'if if happens there, it can hap- our adversaries," he said. "We 
pen here.'" · have no designs on anyone's peo-
Though he is often seen as a - ple. We have ·no desigrl.s on any-
moderate in the conservative one's country. We don't want to 
Bush administration, Powell said steal resources. We don't want to 
the Clash of ideas and beliefs is the occupy. People trust us -to solve 
path to building a consen~us: their problems. They all come to 
"Out of that clash of ideas the U.S. to help solve their prob-
and personalities and egos and lems." 
people comes compromise," he PQwell, the .son of' Jamaican · 
said. "We had an election · immigrants, also · cites a moral 
[Tuesday] with strongly held obligation in America's status as a 
views from all parts of the coup.try. nation of nations. 
Negative ads, positive ads, "What is theAmericanmajor-
screaming, shouting, noise, the ity these days?" he said. "In 20 or 
polls, when do they announce · 30 .years it might not be white 
them. It goes on and it's suddenly males or white males and females. 
an election. People speak and It's going to be people of.color, and 
they're conveying the Arnericari of color, I' mean Asians . and 
consensus." · African Americans and Hispanic 
. Recent campus protests Americans. And what does the 
against a war in Iraq underscore majority mean? It's beautiful. It's . 
the fear many students have that · wonderful . . There's no place on . 
American foreign polic~ and the Earth like this. You can under-
war on terrorism in particular, are stand how what happens in the 
being used as little more than world effects us in every imagina-
devices to flex the nation's mill- ble way. You can ·have Miailli be a 
tary might. · . Hispanic city or find Laotian com-
But America can't detach ·munities' in the Midwest or go to 
itself from the world, Powell said. Providence, R.L, and find more 
"It is in our interests to help · Cape Verdeans livingtliere than in 
nations of the world move toward Cape Verde. And somehow we 
a democratic path and put 'in don't find each other. We have our 
place a solid economic system, so problen;is, but there ·is .no place in 
th~y can be our friends and not the world like this." -
Students launch-~ 
FR9M PAGE 1 
Team _President Joshua 
Grosshans, would -like to see 
Sudia stay. He and other stu~ 
dents have created T-shirts 
emblazoned with the s~ogari 
"Keep Diane" in effort to 
Phi Alpha Delta, UCF's Pre-
Law Fraternity, said Sudia' s 
methods of teaching may be 
unconventional, but thi:hks · 
she is a valuable professor 
to the university. 
department. She is not the 
easiest, but she takes . the 
time to listen and talk to stu-
dents." 
TeamatUCF. 
Political scie,nce major 
Wendy Nichols calls the .fac-
ulty's decision to disilliss 
Sudia "ridiculous." 
campaign in form . 
of T-shirts,· media 
appearances 
'_ save the professor's job. · 
Students_also have creat-
ed a petition, will appeal to 
President Hitt and have 
booked a tim:e slot with radio 
station 102 J amz to protest 
the professor's termination. · 
. "'Rita Marlin, president of 
~Having taken three 
classes with Diane, I found 
her ·teaching goes beyond 
books and lecture," Martin 
said. - "She speaks of her 
experiences and puts· into · 
perspective a career in law." 
Grosshans said: "I am 
outraged. Sudia is the best 
professor ' in the entire. 
Sudia, who. recently 
coached the Trial Team to 
first place in a reeeht com-
petitioJ?. at Yale, has taught 
at UCF for four years and 
practiced· law for eight 
years. She serves as both an 
adviser and professor to stu-
dents in the College of 
Health and Public Affairs. 
Suctia and her husband, 
Remis, founded, the Trial 
"I have ·no idea why UCF 
would want to get rid of such_ 
a great teacher," she said. 
"Diane Sudia's class has-def-
initely been a beneficial part ·. 
of my education at UCF and 
. I think she is a great 
teacher." 
Sudia could not com-
ment about the situation 
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Meet SCC President Dr. E .. Ann McGee, Faculty, Department Chairs, Deans, and Vice Pr.esidents and 
·learn about teaching opportuniti_es .at Florida's fastest growing community college! SCC is ~iring . · 
full-time _and part-time ·fac_ulty to teach day, evenit}g,_ and weekend classes at Sanford/Lake Mary . 
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What's News~ 
In Busiiwss and Finance 
Raty ~l1t Helps 
Only Some 
CN;iStlnas is conp.ng early for 
some) >prrowers, thanks to the Fed-
er~ . ij.eserve' s decision to slash 
rates . .,,., 
· By; . 4i'opping the federal funds 
rate :Ji)j ·-~- half point to 1.25%, the 
Fed~r;µ.Reserve is trying to encour-
age businesses to step JlP their capi-
tal spending, and prod wary con-
sumers to keep their wallets open 
even as layoff fears mount. 
' ··The move should cut paymenfs 
on · ·many car loans, home-equity 
lines· of credit, adjustable-rate 
mortgages and some credit cards. 
The gains for consumers won't be 
universal, how.ever. Savers, for one, 
will see anemic returns dwindle fur-
ther on money-market funds and 
certificates of deposit. 
But auto companies are likely to 
give ·0% deals to some people who 
preYi.ously couldn't qualify because 
their credit wasn't good enough, 
says Art Spinella, president of CNW 
Marketing Research, noting that 
only haif of the people who seek out 
0% loans currently qualify. Car 
makers are also likely to start offer-
ing 0% or 0.9% financing on loans 
that must be repaid in six years in-
stead of five. 
Most credit-card holders won't 
get any rate relief. More than half 
of all credit cards carry fixed rates, 
and even many hOlders of variable-
rate · cards won't see a positive 
change. Roughly 30% of . all vari-
able-rate cards have a floor below 
which their rate can't fall, accord-
ing. to CardWeb:com. Moreover, 
credit-card rates have been edging 
up all year. Average , credit-card 
rates hit 14.74% in October, accord-
ing to CardWeb.com, up from a low 
of 14.32% last December. 
Big Three Refocus 
On, Uhh, Cars 
i 
After years of feasting on profits 
from sport utilities and pickup 
trucks......:and largely ignoring their . 
traditional car lineups-the Big 
Three auto makers are gettirig seri-
o11S about cars again. 
~ong the ideas on tap are 
some so old they're ·new again, in-
cluding. rear-wheel drive and veQi-
cles that.most consumers will iden-
tify as station wagons, even if the 
ear makers avoid that term. 
With· Asian and European car 
- makers piling into the SUV and 
~ck segments, Detroit is betting it 
will be easier to boost slim profits 
by cutting losses on cars than by 
Unprotected 
The 41.2 111illion ... Americans who lack 
health insurance span a wide range 
of incomes. Percentage breakdown, 
by household income. 
Sources: U.S. Census Bureau; 
NIHCM Foundation 
trying to expand profits on trucks. 
Currently Toyota Motor Corp. 
and Honda Motor Co. dominate the 
U.S. midprice c;:ir market, , setting 
the standards for pricing and fea-
tures. So far this year, the Big 
Three's share of the market for 
midsize sedans totaled 48%, the 
first time ever Detroit has held less 
than 50% and far below the Big 
Three's 65% share in 1992, accord-
ing to Autodata Corp. 
Despite the surge in SUV and 
truck sales during the past decade, 
roughly one in every five new vehi-
cles sold in the U.S. still is a midsize-
car, like the Ford Motor Co. 's Tau-
rus or Toyota Camry. "We've got to 
-get the car side fixed," says Gary 
Cowger, head ofGM's North Ameri-
can operations. ~-
Opening for '8 Mile' 
Beats Expectations 
The mainstreaming of bad-boy 
rapper Eminem neared completion 
as his movie debut, "8· Mile," sold 
an estimated $54.5 million of tickets 
in its opening weekend. 
The total was -far' more than 
many in Hollywood believed was 
possible givenEminem's c.ontrover-
siarreputation and the film's R rat-
ing, which made it more difficult for 
- Eminem's teenage fans to see the 
film. Universal Pictures made the 
film for about $40 million, not in-
cluding marketing costs, in an at-
tempt to ensure that it would be a fi-
nancial success even if only ardent 
Eminem loyalists went to see it. 
· Instead, the film posted the sec-
ond-biggest opening weekend ever 
for an R-rated film, and audience 
research indicated that it struck a 
Please turn to Next Page 
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Fleeing From Fast Food 
Ja4e<J, by· Fatty Burgers, 
Diners Make Switch 
-
To Healthier Clwices' 
/ By SIIlR.LEY LEUNG · Is America losing its taste for 
. fast food? · 
In -various contortions to 
· woo customers, McDonald's 
Corp. has revamped kitchens 
to serve hotter food, hired se-
cret shoppers to upgrade seivice 
and added more than 40 temporary 
items-such as a chicken flat-bread 
sandwich and chocolate banana 
shake-to jazz up its menu. 'fhe 
. company is even investing in other 
kinds of restaurant formats to cap-
ture consumers' shifting tastes. 
But this fall, it hit the pricing 
panic button. The nation's No. 1 
burger chain poured $20 million into 
advertising its first national value-
menu in five years to trumpet eight 
items for $1 each. The move forced 
No. 2 Burger Kiiig to follow suit with 
an 11-item menu at 99 cents each. 
And the country's reaction? A 
bigyaw.n. 
Froilan Landeros, a 19-year-old 
student in Chicago, says he hasn't · 
been to a McDonald's, Burger King 
or Wendy's in four years. He says he 
doesn:t like the food or the atmos-
phere. "Burgers and fries can go 
dow.n th~ drain," says Mr. Landeros 
on his way to have lunch at Potbe!Jy 
Sandwich Works, a Chicago sand-
wich chain. 
McDonald's recently issued a 
Fancy or Fast? 
U.S. growth in selected quick-casual and fast-
food restaurant units: 
QUICK-CASUAL TOTAL 
BRANDS UNITS UNIT GROWTH OVER 2000 
, 
cerns about -its high 
fat content spawning 
lawsliits against the 
fast-food players. 
Plaintiffs accuse the 
industry of making 
them obese and sus-
Ch ipotle ceptible to diseases 
Mexican Grill · 177 + 70.2% such as diabetes, 
... .. .... .. .. .. . , ...... ... ... ... .. ·.. .... . . .. ......... · .. · · .. , · · · · · · · · · · · · · heart disease and 
. ~~.~~~~. ~~~~,~ ... ... ~-~~ - ... ... ........ .. .... ... . :.~.~:~ . . .. ... .. . .. high blood pressure. 
- ~~rn~r .8.a_kery 69 ... .... +.~~ ... . ..... .. ...... . ..... em~~~;11~~teg!~ -
Pick Up Sti~ ... ···.··5s····· .. ·· +11.5 
.. .. .... ......... ... ............. ..... .. . ..... .... .............. . " ....... of "quick cas~al" 
Fazoli's . 392 restaurants-includ-
••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ing chains such as 
FAST-FOOD BRANDS Chipotle Mexican 
Wendy's -·· 5,315. +4.3% Grill (majority-. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ow.ned by McDon-
- ~?~~~.~~~.'~ ... . ~~'.~~-~ ..... ....... . ~2:.~... .. .. ... ... . . ...... ..... ald's), Cosi and Pan-
.. ~~~~-~~-~i-~~ .. . : . ~'.?.~.~- --···· · ···· .. .................. .. . era Bread-'are at-
Pizza Hut 7,719 -2.6 - tracting more cus-
tomers. As many as 'iaco"8e1'i"" ··· · .. · 6;444' " " ·~4:5 ·· "' ;'""...... ..... .. ... ... ... .. half of fast-food pa-
tr0ns eat at such 
____________ s_o_ur_ce_: _Te_ch_n_om_ic chains, which gener-
· profit warning reflecting a continu-
ing trend of declining profit in seven 
of the last eight quart~rs. The news 
came a day after Diageo PLC, 
Burger King's parent company, 
said a proposed buyout group, led 
by Texas Pacific Group, was balk-
ing at the $2.26 billion price tag be-
cause of soft sales at the 11,500-unit 
chain. Wendy's International Inc., 
the nation's No. 3 burger chain,,also 
has announced it is lowering.the top 
end of its 2002 earnings outlook 
partly because of weaker-than-ex-
pected sales. 
Among factors dragging dow.n 
traditional fast food fare are con-
ally have higher-
quality food but no table service. 
Quick-casual customers ·spend 
about $6 to $8 per average check as · 
opposed to fast food's $3 to $4 aver-
age check, according to. food-con-
, stilting firm Technomic Inc. . · 
The research firm NPD Group 
Inc. found a surprising trend _among 
quick-casual consumers. Industry 
exi>erts had assumed the category 
attracted aging baby b6omers who 
could afford higher costs, but in 
fact, quick-casual c;oncepts appeal 
largely to 18-to 34-year-olds. About 
37% of fast -casual customers are in 
this· age bracket-a demographic 
Plegie turn to Next Page 
UCF undergraduates have unique opportunities 
~hat provide a smooth transition to graduate school. 
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available to .outstanding UCF 
undergraduates.' 
Visit our wep site for more information. 
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Can Tablets Help Cure PC Makers? 
A 
fter a decade of disappoint-
ment, some of the biggest 
personal-computer-makers 
_ hope the time for tablet 
· computers has 3.nived. 
· Seven versions of slab-
shaped computers which Microsoft 
has dubbed the Tablet PC were un-
veiled recently by Hewlett-Packard 
Co., -Fujitsu Ltd., Motion Comput-
ing Inc., Toshiba Corp. and Mi-
crosoft Corp., the model's software 
architect. Aimed primarily at cor-
porate customers and "mobile exec-
utives," the Tablet PC is essentially 
. a high-octane laptop computer 
loaded with Microsoft's Windows . 
XP software-but one that also lets 
users scribble notes by hand on a 
slate. Some models come with at-
tached keyboards that can be 
swiveled and folded over to make 
the machine look more like a writ-
ing tablet than a traditional PC. 
The stakes are high for Mi-
crosoft and its hardware partners. 
Many PG makers have been suffer-
Read a review of Tablet PCs online at 
ptech.wsj.comlptech.lrtml 
ing through a nasty downturn. They 
are- searching for a new growth en-
gine, and the Tablet PC will com--
mand a higher profit margin than 
standard desktop PCs, they say. 
Some data suggest the Tablet PC. 
faces a tough sell, however. Since 
2000, the world market for ·~subnote­
book" computers, the category into 
which most Tablet PCs will fall, has 
shrunk 7% a year. Cash-strapped 
corporate buyers also may shy 
away from the Tablet PC's prices, 
starting at just under $2,000, com- , 
pared ~th $1,600 for the average ' 
laptOp. IBM Corp. and Sony Corp. 
pulled pen-based computers off the 
market earlier this year after sfug-
gish sales, and Dell Computer Corp. 
hasn't agreed to make a Tablet PC. 
The first pen-based computers 
in the early 1990s, such as Apple 
.· · Computer Inc.'s Newton and a de.-
vice from AT&T Corp. called EO, 
were panned for being too expen-
sive, having muddy monochrome 
screens and ina,ccl,lfate handwrit-
ing-recognition software. But new 
handwriting-reading software is 
more accurate, and Tablet PCs are 
cheaper, more powerful, have 
longer battery life and sport crisp; 
full-color screens. 
By Staff Reporters Pui~Wing Tam, 
Rebecca Buckman and Gabriel Kahn 
. · Fleeing From Fast Food 
Continued from Previous Page Burger 1\fng, with 18% of U.S. their daily meal options," says Mike 
that typically consumes the most burger market share, said its sales Roberts, president of McDonald's 
fast-food. - are weak because the price war is USA. 
"I'm spending more money to dfagging·down the whole fast-food Even so, McDonald's is invest-
stay healthy," says Maggie Thax- category .. The chain adds that it is 1ng in upscale chains such as Chipo-
ton, 27, a Chicago teacher who fre- losing customers to McDonald's, tie and British sandwich chain Pret 
quents Quizno's. The upscale· sand- whose Big 'N' Tasty and McChicken a Manger. Wendy's also has diversi~ 
wich chain has about 1,800 U.S. sandwiches, selling for $1 each, are fied with coffee-shop chain Tim 
units where sandwich prices are be- twice as large as any sandwich on Hortons and Mexican chain Baja 
tween $4 and $7. · Burger King's 99-cent menu. Fresh. And just last month .• Jack in 
Indeed, the price wars actually Wendy's says it doesn't see its the Box Inc. announced it is enter-
may be backfiring on traditional · steep price cuts as a problem. It ing the convenience-store business 
fast-food stores. McDonald's fran- says its 99-cent menu has been prof- with its own brand. 
chisee Irwin Kruger says th~ d9llar- itable for 13 years because cus- The fast-food chains say they 
value menu isn't increasing sales at ·- tomers buy full-price items in com- are also offering healthy options 
his seven New York City restau- bination with the discounted items. such as salads, baked potatoes or 
rantsbutrather.squeezingprofitbe- McDonald's says it sees no yogurt. In September McDonald's · 
cause he is selling - discounted sharp drop in ,demand for its burg- said it would use different oil to re-
items. For.now, though, he says he's ers, fries and other fare.· "Twenty- duce the transfatty acid levels in its 
. not concerned because part of Mc- . two million customers a day tell us fried foods. Earlier this year, 
Donald's value strategy was to crip- that Americans still believe that Burger King introduced a veggie 
pie rival Burger Iµng. McDonald's is a welcome part of burger. 
J o i. n o u ·r I e. a m 
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In BusUwss and Finance 
Continued from Previous P<i.ge . 
broad vein of the movi~going audi-
·ence. 
- Will Tony Soprano 
· Hijack the Emmy~? 
The Academy of Television Arts 
and Sciences is threatening to move 
the Emmy awards show, a celebra-
tion of network television, to cable 
channel HBO, after the big four 
broadcast-television networks re-
fused to pay more for next year's 
rights to broadcast the program. 
That the ultimate. promotional 
bash for traditional broadcast tele-
vision could go to a cable rival is yet 
another sign of the changing Holly-
wood landscape. For years, the net-
works wouldn't even let HBO in the 
contest; recently they have been 
humiliated that HBO, well known 
for its mob hit "The Sopranos," has 
walked away with so many prizes-
last year, 24 out of about 60 awards. 
Blackberry, Nokia 
Will Team Up 
Research In Motion Ltd~, maker 
of the BlackBerry wireless e-mail 
device, has reached a deal with cell-
phone maker Nokia Corp. to put 
BlackBerry technology on Nokia 
phones around the world. 
Nokia will license the software 
for an undisclosed fee. Research In 
Motion will also collect · an undis-
closed portion of the monthly fee 
subscribers using the new phones 
pay to their service providers. 
Joining forces with the world's 
biggest cellphone company "offers 
. \. 
\ ,. 
large revenue potentiar' ' for Re-
search In· Motion, said a Research 
spokesman. Having already deeply 
. penetrated the corporate wireless e-
mail market in North America, the 
company chose a collaborative ~p­
proach for a world-wide rollout. "To 
continue that momentum in a 
closed or proprietary way·would"be 
unrealistic," the spokesman said. 
Research In Motion said-Tues-
. day it will cut about 10% of its global 
work force and lower discretionary 
spencijng in an effort to streamline 
its operations, reduce expenses and 
achieve profitability. 
Odds & Ends 
J.C. ·Penney's profit ,fl.early 
quadru)?led in its fiscal third quar-
, ter, and the retailer boosted its full-
year outlook-after wiusually cold 
weather forced reluctant con-
sumers back to department stores 
in October. ... · America .OJl]ine's 
programming chief quit his post af-
ter less than a year, another sign of 
turmoil at the online gi!J.nt. . 
By Jay· Heishey 
How to contact us: ' - ' 1.: '·, 
Campus Edition@wsj.com:'·. ; i/~-;: ~ ·· 
.. 
.AT COLLEGEJOURNAl.C~M-
• How to gain·valuable career ex-
perience from grunt work andtowly 
part-time jobs. 
· • Colleges woo students' ·palates 
with deluxe dining halls and gour-
. met menus. ' 
• Tips on fine-tuning your resume 
for better results with employers. 
.Opinjgn~ 
\· 
. OUR STANCE: 
Time· for faculty leaders 
to lead by example .. 
directed toward you. · Although you certainly face many U CF faculty members, this one is policy. . You may not have suffered dis- " . issues, the anti-discrimination _question fac- . 
crimination based upon your sexual ing both UCF and the city of Orlando should 
orientation,. but many people have. Many . take precedence over most of them. 
gay people who have not yet lost fheir jobs Amendment 11 is behind you, the spring 
worry that revealing their sexual orienta- semester is still a month and a half away, 
tion could cost them their careers and liveli- · but this issue is happening now. 
hood. Just because discrimination has not 
Thus far, you have remained silent on happened yet at UCF does not mean it 
the anti-discrimination policy that Orlando's never will. Why wait for such discrimination 
city council is currently debating. You have to occur, when UCF could easily change its 
yet to take a stand on UCF's own anti-dis- anti-discrimination policy and prevent it 
crimination policy, which does not include · from occurring in the first place? UCF 
sexual orientation. should add sexual orientation to its anti-dis-
As leaders of the UCF community, you crimination policy as soon as possible. A 
bear the responsibility of helping to. set the pre:emptive measure, in this case, is the 
university's policies and agenda. President wisest one. 
Hitt and the rest of the administration listen In the greater picture, you should use 
to your suggestions. When. you pass resolu- your role as lead~rs., to promote the ordi-
tions, the administration almost always nance now before the Orlando City Council. 
approves and implements them. Follow the lead of the Rollins College faculty 
Whether or not you have faced discrimi- by supporting the propo·sed ordinance. Your 
nation, you should call upon President Hitt unified voice on this issue can give momen-
to protect people from discrimination based tµm to a noble cause. Orlando should pro-
upori sexual orientation by passing a reso- tect all people from discrimination, and. you 
lution supporting both the proposed change can help make that goal a reality by voicing 
to Orlando's policy and a change to UCF's your support. 
OUR STANCE: 
Confederate flag a 
symbol of racism, hate 
T 
he Confederate flag has caused more thizers proud of? They should not celebrat,e 
thari. its share of controversies. The· the legacy of slavery and r·acism, nor should 
latest one conce~ns the new gover- they look fondly upon the Confederacy's 
nor of Georgia. failed attempt at sovereignty. The 
During his campaign, Rep. Sonny Confederate flag embodies the racism and 
·Perdue bl~-sted Democratic incumbent Roy rebellion of a misguided part of the country 
Barnes for-changing Georgia's state flag. · that tried to hold onto an institution - slav-
The old flag prQminently featured the red- ery - that lasted far too long. 
and-blue Confederate battle cross, while the Southern pride must not equate to an 
new flag had only a small image of t~e old eternal attachment to' the Confederate flag. 
flag near its bottom. -For many people, the flag represents, and 
- Perdue promised to hold a referendum will always represent, the fight to maintain 
to allow Georgians to choose between the the institution of slavery. If peop~e want to 
old flag and the new one, and won the elec- take pride in the actual accomplishments of 
tion by capturing tbe votes of rural, white the South, fine, but picka symbol less divi-
Georgians. Perdue appealed to the good old . sive and more representative of_the entire · 
boys, and.captured Georgia's highest elect- - Southern population. 
ed office. · · Black people helped .~hape Southern· 
. Sadly, so many people cling to the history and culture as muc]l as white peo-
Confederate flag as an emblem of Southern ple. Likewise, the South ·should bave as a 
. pride and history. .They say the flag embod- symbol something that appeals to the 
ies· the spirit of the South, as if that is a h~arts and minds of all people, not just 
good lhing. Truly, what the Confederate flag white rural Southerners. Tfying_ to hold 
stands for is a corrupt, racist uprising that. onto a divisive symbol such as the 
failed -and cost the lives of far too many Confederate flag only serves to perpetuate 
young men 140 years ago. the hostility that the flag has evoked for the 
What ·exactly are Confederate synipa- past 140 years~ 
"Those who ao not remember the past are condemned to repeat if' 
- GEORGE SANTAYANA 
What could possibly t\take this U£F student so happy? 
A. Passing his tttidtenM 
J. Reaching his registration appointt\tent 
-and finding the class he t1eeds still open ~ 
C. fit1anclal Aid finally ,cut hit\t his check 
Myers, Shepherd and homosexuals shouldn't be tolerated 
This is a response to. "When divas invade. infectious spread. . 
expect faux female show," by Linnea Brown, pub- Next issue - Joey Myers and Chuck 
lished Nov. 12. Shepherd. What's the deal with this nonsense? Joey_ 
Promoter Cesar Haws made the comment is the stereotypical picture of-ignorant youth and 
that he wanted to use this event to prove that UCF Chuck Shepherd~s waste of a tree. Each week I have 
is a prowessive university. Homosexuality is a sin. to put up with Myers sounding .off about things he 
and don t get me wrong. I have no problem with . doesn't even have a clue about. coupled with his 
these people as people. but their lifestyle is sin and mad-at-the-world:Jim Rome-esque attitude. , 
it is wrong. We as a university are not to be a pro- Then turn a few pages. and you have to read 
gressive university. stupid nonsense from Chuck Shepherd that you 
Tolerance doesn't mean we have to accept or would really expect to find in a "Save-the-Whale , 
promote anything - especially homosexuality, It Monthly" magazine, available free at Hot Topic: As 
means that the way of handling the problem isn't a newspaper. your responsibility is to serve the 
through violence or hatred, but again, it doesn't ~ampus and expose issues of relevancy without 
mean they deserve a voice. I'm tired of this new ignorance. 
homosexual voice proclaiming its way throughout , 
our campus. It is wrong and 1t is time we stop the -JEFF MCLAUGHUN -
Leaders defined "by work ethk, not grades 
Patricia MacKown needs to take a class on does not require a higher intellect than those you 
the real world and pass it with a 4.0 ["Greeks, SGA lead. It requires dedication and a solid work ethic. 
leaders grumble about Golden Rule changes," by If I have a 2.4 and you have a 4.0, it does not 
Krista Zilizi, published Nov. 7]. . mean you are working harder than I ani. 
I graduated from UCF in 1999 with a bache- No offense to those students maintaining a 
lor's degree in business management. While higher grade point average, but I am here to tell 
attending school for five years, I was· an 0-Teamer, ·that just because you do, and yo·u might be an 
an SGA senator and an officer irr my fraternity for ·. officer of a club with 10 members. that is not 
three years. Throughout this time I maintained a going to teach' you anything about what the real 
2.35· grade point average. I graduated with a 2.4. world is like . 
Under the new rule that would require student Do not take away a student's opportunities 
leaders to maintain a 2.5 grade point average, I. to succeed, just because you think you are smarter 
would not have been allowed to be involved in than that student. There is a reason other schools 
any of the preceding activities. · , · in Florida have the 2.0 minimum instead of a 2.5. 
I am now a branch manager for a large · . They have figured it out UCF. obviously, Still ,has a 
consulting firm in New York Gty. I am here to tell lot to learn. - · 
you that if I was not given the opportunity to be 
a leader in those organizations. I probably would 
-= not have made it through school. Being a leader 
· ..;_MARK MOORE 
OCIS5of99' 
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rich and famous, because, starring that former Fly Girl ·, 
well; she's rich and faniou's herself, Jennifer Lopez ----' or 
· and was caught shoplifting Jell-0, as I believe she calls 
there. - herself these · day~. This cur-
Enter good ol' Andy rent darling of the media can 
Warhol. be found on practically every 
Because of our soup-can- tabloid, magazine and news 
painting friend it is now illegal show having recently 
in all but three states to not fol- announced her engagement to 
low the lives of B-list actors a regular in Kevin Smith 
and actresses like. Ryder. Hers · movies, Ben Affleck - o·r B. 
is not the only name of note in Leck as he might not call him-
this living film, however. self one day. She just needs to 
I hate Andy Warhol. Her supporting cast is finalize her divorce from her 
There, I said it. equally as unimpressive. Let's current husband first, though 
It was, after all, Warhol- not forget co-stars Gary Busey - this is the guy she turned to 
who claimed everyone in the ("Slap Shot 2: Breaking the when Puff Diddy - or is it P. 
future would have his or her "15 Ice"), Nick Nolte ("The Golden Daddy? - didn't· need her f9r · 
minutes ·of fame. And it is Bowl"), and .Robert Downey, Jr alibi purposes any longer. _ 
Warhol I found myself thinldng ("Chaplin") - although, to be And while there are a 
of. this week as the television fair, Downey spent time on great number of, people who 
station I was watching began ''Ally McBeal," which would live vicariously through their 
to run one of those "breaking probably drive anyone to favorite celebrities and indeed, 
news" banners at the bottom of drugs. Each has, like the myth- all things celebrity, there are 
its screen. ical Phoenix of lore, risen from exceptions - namely those 
It caught my att~ntion, the ashes that were their people desperately trying t.o 
naturally, a~d so I focused careers _to be reborn in the achieve their own star status. 
solely on it. Surely only a news news through drug abuse. I The current vehicle 
item of the utmost importance believe Nolte's mug shot is through which to attempt this 
- war with Iraq, perhaps? - even replacing his other 8x10 is that genre known as the 
would warrant such an inter- glossies in future press kits. reality show. Want a quick shot 
ruption, and so I watched. Now; far be it from me to at stardom? Then try your 
"Winona Ryder jury is not pay homage to the legends hand at "Survivor" or "Fear 
deliberating." of this industry. You see, the Factor," "The Real World" or 
Confused, I was certain I way was paved by "The Trial "30 Seconds to Fame." 
had misread it. So I waited, of the Century" starring that Reality shows. I guess 
because, like all good stations actor of Hertz Rent-a-Car ads that's right.' Just the other day, 
do, they usually scroll the news and co.,. star · in "The Naked after all, I was on a Marquesan 
items two or three hundred Gun" franchise, O.J. Simpson. island' in a luxury penthous~ 
times to make sure you got it. You remember him, don't you? with complete strangers eating 
- "Winona Ryder jury is The best acting he ever did pig intestines for the heck of it. 
deliberating - that's right, was struggling to get that glove It is frightening how 
you read it correct_ly the first on his hand. He was on trial for impressed we are with this cult 
time, you idiot." . and acquitted of murder, after of celebrity and how easily it 
OK, so there are several . which he vowed to not rest can impress upon us its values 
problems I had with this ---'-th~ until he found the real killer. . and characteristics. If we 
first being that the jury was His sources must have pointed could spend less time living 
still deliberating. They hadn't towards Tiger Woods or through these people and focus 
come to a . decision, mind you. Arnold Palmer, though, on .our own lives, who knows 
This station, in all its zeal to because he seemed to spend what we could accomplish? 
beat its competitors to some an awful lot of time on the golf ·But then again, if we were 
kind of a scoop, wanted to let course afterwards. actually working towards 
· us know that nothing had · But the lives .of our some greater goal, we might 
changed and the process was revered celebrities are not lim- have missed getting that first 
still ongoing. ited to their legal transgres- glance at the rock B. Leck 
Good job, guys. sions. As consumers of all bought for Jell-0. 
But why should we be fol- things Hollywood and all Another time, perhaps. · 
lowing Winona Ryder's trial, things famous, we sometimes 
anyhow? She was caught demand the happier moments 
shoplifting in a store apparent- in their lives as well. No doubt 
ly too expensive even for the you can find one right now; 
·. ~top whining, start stildying 
I would just like to say that I am sick 
. and tired of hearing the Greeks whine 
about the proposed increase in the mini-
mum grade . point average for students 
leaders ["Greeks. SGA leaders grumble 
about Golden Rule changes," by Krista Zilizi, 
published Nov, 7]. 
First of all, I was shocked to learn 
. how low the requirement actually is, and 
quite frankly, I don't want anyone repre-
senting me who can't even maintain a 2.5 
grade point average. Personally, I thin~ 
they should be required to maintain a 3.0. 
My advice to the Greeks - if you cannot 
marntain a measly 2.5,Jou need 'to spend 
more time studying an less time whining 
and involving yourselves in extracurricular 
activities. 
-MISSY BERNS 
Send your letter 
6ot a gripe? Don't agree with our columnists? 
Unsatisfied with how S6A is spending your money? 
let us know! 
Send e-mail to: edftor@ucffuture.com or log on to www.ucffuture.com 
Columnist Christopher Arnold can be 
reached at chris@ucffuture.com 
Opinions~ 11 
Th~ Dragon Court Restaurants 
Wish the Students and Staff of U.C.E 
a Safe-and Happy Holiday Season! 
· *SeNed Monday through Saturday, 11am to 3pm. 
Looking for a new job? Dragon Court is now hiring! 
Two great locations & flexible schedules! 
Contact Bill at 407-359-8085 or Jackie at 407-359-1888 
Tuscawilla Bend Shopping Center University Palms Shopping Plaza 
2200 Winter Springs Blvd, Suite 115 4250 Alafaya Trail, Suite-200 
Oviedo, FL 32765 Dine-in and take-out available. Oviedo, FL 32765 
407 -359-8085 407 -359-1888 
Mon-Sat llam-lOpm, Sun 12pm-9pm 
ORIANOO 
FOOT & ANKLE 
c -LINIC. 
Personalized Foot Pain Solutions for the Active Adult 
Todd C. Talbert, DPM 
8000 Red Bug Lake Road, Oviedo 
(407) 706-1234 
To Celebrate Our New Location in Oviedo 
'WE'RE S1'llnltG Off 8N TIE 












"END YOUR PAIN -ExAM" (A $60 VALUE) 
YOUR COMPREHENSIVE EXAM INCLUDES: 
PRIVATE CONSULTATION & HEALTH HISTORY REVIEW 
PHYSICIAN ExAM OF YOUR ANKLES AND FEET 
GAIT, POSTURE AND JOINT-MOBILITY TEST 
DISCUSSION OF TESJ RESULTS AND TREATMENT OPTIONS 










~-----------------------~ The patient and any other person responsible for payment has the right to refuse to pay, 
cancel payment or be reimbursed for payment for any other service examination or 
treatment which is performed as a result of and within 72 hours of. responding to the 
advertisement for the free, discounted-fee or reduced-fee examination, or treatment. 
L.A. Real Estate 
has_ been assisting Central Florida 
residents tor the past 10 vears .. 
let us help vou also With 
Rentals /Leasing 
Purchasing a Home 
Selling a Home 
Property Management of your Investment Property 
Commercial Rentals /Leasing 
Commercial . Sales and Purchasing 
Community Association Management 
Short Term Rentals Near Attractions 








UCF faces Jacksonville 
in A-Sun Champiollships 
JOE KALEITA I CFF 
-The third-seeded UCF men's. soccer team was th_e pre-season favorite to win the conference title. 
TOM ALEXANDER play, and the Knights' 5-2-1 conference 
STAFF WRITER record. has put them, right where they've 
wanted to be all year: in the conference 
High ·expectations are difficult to deal tournament. 
with, and no one knows that better than the The Knights enter this weekend's 
UCF men's soccer team. After being named competition in Boca.Raton as the third seed 
preseason favorites to win the Atlantic Sun overall, which means they will face second-
Conferenee, the Golden Knights struggled _ seeded Jacksonville (10-5-2 overall, 5-2-1 A- · 
at times, but managBd to post an 8-7-3 over- Sun) in the first round. When UCF faced 
all record .. However, UCF Coach . Bob 
Wmch's squad came through in conference PLEASE SEE Mercer ON 17 







When UCF lines up on defense at the 
Ci~ Bowl this weekend, they could face a 
1,000-yard rusher and 1,000-y,arcl passer. Or 
ootter put, a 1,000-yard rusher and passer. 
Though Kent State rriakes Its first -ever 
trip to Orlando sporting a disappointing 3-7 
·record and just · 1-5 in the Mid-American 
Conference, it does have one of college foot-




-Auburn awaits UCF in 
the NCAA Tournament 
JOE KALErrA I CFF 
King is one of eight UCF seniors recruited by Auburn coach Ka~n Richter when Richter was UCF's roadl. 
KRISTY SHONKA 
STAFF WRITER 
The UCF women's soccer team on 
Monday learned it would travel to 
Tullahassee to face Auburn in the first 
round.of the 2002 NCAA Women's Soccer 
-Championships. The Golden Knights 
square off against the Tigers at 4:30 p.m. 
Friday at-the Seminole SOccer Complex. 
. _Host Florida· State plays the 
Quarterback Joshua Cribbs, just a sopho-
more, already has two 1,(}{)(}yard passing 
and rushing seasoris under his belt. He's 
only the second player in I-A history to 
accomplish such a feat in back-to-back sea-
sons. 
''He's a fabulous kid with the ball in his 
hand, making plays with his leg," UCF 
C.o8ch Mike I\ruczek said "I had the oppor-
tunity to watch him against Marshall on 'IV 
and he made one option run that was like he 
blinked his eyes and he was 80 yards·into the 
University of Mississippi in the second 
game, at 7 p.m, The winners play at 1 p.m. 
Saturday for the right to advanre to the 
third round of the tournament. · 
The Golden Knights and their sup-
porting staff gathered Monday at Froggers 
sports bar in Oviedo to await the announre-
ment of the bracket. When ESPNews 
announced UCF's destination, the cheers · 
PLEASE SEE Kuhlman oN 17 
endzone." 
Just one problem: he might not play. 
During Kent's game last weekend, Cribbs re-
aggravated a hamstring injuiy tbaj forred 
him to miss a game last month. That will not 
only take a lot of sizzle out of an interesting -
match-up of division rivals, but cripple a 
Golden Flashes team so, heavily reliant on 
Cribbs. 
Of Kent's 3,678 total offensive yards, 
PLEASE SEE Defense oN 17 
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- STAFF WRITER 
Baseball is America's pas-. 
time. Football is America's pas-
sion. · In Argentina, · where Juan 
Pablo Giraudo was born, soccer is 
both. · ~ 1 
"It's a custom in Argentina_ 
that your first gift is a.soccer ball,'' 
Giraudo said. 
The Golden Knights' leading 
scorer this season was born in 
Buenos Aires and spent the first 
10 years of his life in Argentina. 
Giraudo started playing s9ccer 
with his friends as a young child, 
. and fondly recalls going to the sta-
dium on Sundays to watch soccer 
matqhes. His love for the game is 
such that he still follows his 
favorite pl_ayers and teams every 
Sunday now that he is stateside. 
~ 
Juan Pablo Giraudo (right) leads the men's soccer _team with nine goals this season. 
. 'Giraudo and his , family 
moved to Miami when he was 10 
years old, and he continued play-
ing soccer through middle school 
and ~gh school. It was while play-
ing at · Sunset High that he met 
current Golden Knights Eric_ 
Vasquez and Xavier Delgado. 
Giraudo scored nine goals and 
had 11 assists his senior year at 
Sunset, but upon his graduation, 
he was faced with a difficult situa-
tion, one that led him to take· a 
Pegasus Landine Pegasus Point~~.-
- 2635 College Knight Courf · 12440 Golden Knight Circle 
. 888.999.6955. 407.380.5807 
UC:f Resid~nce Life St~ff and Services on-site 
2, 3 &·4 Bedroom apartments • Fully furnished· 
Private bathrooms • All utilities included· 
Monitored alarm systems• Cable TV w/HBO 1, 2, 3 
Full-size_ washer & dryer in apartment 
Free Ethernet & local phone • 3 Game rooms 
3 Swimming pools • 3 Fitness centers 
888.999.1580 ~ 407.384.6800 
College Park LifeWm:ks Program and Staff . 
2 &,: 4 Bedroom al?ctqni~nts • Fully furnislied . ~· 
Monitored cilarm systems·• All applian<:;es i .ed 
· · All utilities included~ • Cable 'tV, ';,, 
Full~size washer & dryer in apartment 
Free Ethernet in each bedroom 
' Free local ph(>ne wj.th voice mail 
' 2 Swimming pools 
2 Bitsketball ~purts · 
2 Sand -Volleyball <::ourt:S' 
3 Tennis courts 
3 Basketball courts Checkout 
' 3 Sand volleyball courts 
1 
3 Computer/study centers' 










Ask a leasing 
. agent for details. 
Expires 11/22/02 
Game roon.i & media lounge 
4]1edl2 8a1ll 
. J BedJiiaih Type A 
2 Bed/2 Ba1h Type B 
year off from the game that he 
loved and attend college at 
Florida International University 
(FIU) in Nfiami. 
"I wasn't sure if I was ready 
to leave home, maybe stay a year 
more witb my parents. It was hard 
leaving the rest of my family in 
Argentina and I didn't want that 
to happen again. But l felt like 
after a year I matured and was 
ready to go," Giraudo said. · . 
After that year at FIU, 
Giraudo decided he wanted to 
play soccer again. He had heard 
of the good experiences his ·old 
high school teammates were hav-
ing here at UCF and decided to 
come to Orlando. That decision 
has worked out well for both Juan 
and the Golden Knights. 
''I'm II'eally enjoying it here. 
There's not one guy on the team 
that I can say something bad 
about. We're always together; it's 
like . a new family, therefore it 
makes me feel at home," Giraudo 
said. 
PLEASE SEE Giraudo bN 18 
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11 Forida Locations 
--nm-·~·. :··MXw:;i'@',~ 
7608 Univel"sity Blvd. · 
Cornet' of Goldenl"od and Univer'sity 
(UCf AREA) 
(407) 673-2456 
Cool part-ti111e job61 
Call for an interview-. 
 




8 fi'li All You · 
Can Eat Wings 
Mon - Wed. 11am - 2am 
407· 282·4000 
Across tram UCI · · 
_ DUFR'S SUBS . 
over .1 MllHon Famous Pblb 
Cheesestaak SubS Sold • ~ -------I --- 'I • Buv one Get One i 
: FREE· : 
I w/purchase of 2 large drinks . CFF I 
• ~ __ e!l'i~s J,,,Zll,112!- __ _.,.1 
r----------- .. Iii ggc FOOT LONG • 
11 . MEATBALL 1 
1 SANDWICH 1 · 
I . w/purchas~ of large drink CFF I 
• __ -e~i~s_l21~1~2- __ ~ . - ... ---------... : s3ee GIANT : 
PHILLY 
I ( CHEESE STEAK I 
I . 21 I I • __ -e~1~s_l ~1~2- _c,: .I 
10042 Unlversitv BIVd. 
one Ml8 west ot ucr 
Comer of Dean an- UnlVersttr 
401":'619-2448 . 
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Confidence ·builds· after Second-half .surge · 
CHRIS BERNHARDT 
STAFF WRITER Knights score 31 unanswered points Saturday - · and Syracuse all used sloppy UCF play and power rui1ning games to 
dominate the second half and come 
back for ·a victory. The problem had reached 
epidemic levels. It was well docu-
mented, no longer just a road 
woe but put on display at the 
Citrus Bowl two of the past three 
ho_me games for everyone to see. 
Over and over again, UCF had 
gone into halftime with a lead or 
within one score only to see the 
game get away from the Knights 
in the third quarter. 
And it seemed ready to hap-
pen again. Up 14-7 against Mid-
American Conference weakling 
Buffalo .after two quarters, the · 
Golden Knights promptly began 
the second half with an intercep-
tion and a fumble leading to 14 
unanswered points and a · 21-14 
deficit. But . this time things 
ended up differently. 
''A lot of guys were on the 
sidelines, Asante Samuel, Elton 
Patterson, myself, we were all 
telling ourselves to see ourselves 
winning," wide receiver Ivery 
Gaskins said. "Instead of just 
trying to hang on, actually start 
seeing ourselves as winners. 
And once you put that vision in 
front of you everything just 
starts to click." 
Over the past two seasons, 
UCF has been outscored 151-99 in 
the third quarter. Conversely, over 
that same time period, 'the Knights 
have blown out opponents 176-93 
in the first quarter and 194-94 in 
the second. In the fourth quarter . 
they've played tighter but still have -
a 133-112 edge. -
"We got that second half 
fever," linebacker Chad Mascoe 
said after a recent loss to 
Syracuse, where UCF blew a 21-10 
halftime lead. "I don't know what it 
is. They came out with more inten-
sity than us. They wanted it more 
than us. 
-- No one has.pinpointed exactly 
why the Gqlden Knights have come 
out so lackadaisical in the second 
half. But after mounting a come-
back:. in the third quarter and fin-
ishing the game so strong against 
Buffalo, UCF can take away some 
much-needed confidence at a piv-
otal stretch of the .season. 
"For the first time all year, 
defensively we did what · was 
required. They have to come out of 
it' feeling pretty good about them-
selves whether Buffalo was a qual-
ity 0ffense or not," lJCF Coach 
Mike Kruczek said. "And offensive-
It worked. On the ensuing 
possession, UCF's vaunted . 
offense buckled down and got 
back to business. Quarterback 
Ryan Schneider quickly and effi-
Ryan Schneider threw two touchdown passes in the third quarter of UCF's 45-21 wi~ over Buffalo on Saturday. 
JoE KALEiTA 
/ CFF ly I tell my guys "all the time t~e: 
only people that can stop this: 
ciently picked _apart the Bulls linebacker Stanford Rhule said. 
porous defense, hitting wide "Buffalo was gaining momentum 
receiver Luther Huggins .from 8- but fortunately Peter was kind of 
yards out for a game-tying touch- just hanging around and made: a 
down. That capped a drive 'that big play." 
lasted just six plays and-two min- Those two scores spurred · 
utes. the Golden Knights on to their 
During Buffalo's next drive, most complete quarter and half 
UCF's struggliilg· defense finally · of football this season. The 
got a reprieve. Free safety Peter offense put up 17 more points, a 
Sands stepped in front of pass total of:31 unanswered. And the 
and returned it 50 yards to the young defense didn't allow 
Buffalo 12-yard line. UCF scored another first dow"n en route to 
. two plays later on a tight end yielding just 38 total yards in the 
sweep to Michael Gaines. second half. 
"It was r:eal big," weakside Why UCF has struggied so 
much coming out of the halftime Knights' five losses this year, 
locker room leaves coaches and · they've lead at halftime three 
players stumped.· In the Golden times. Yet Arizona State, Toledo 
-v. 
offense is yourselves. From that 
standpoint I think confidence is 
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. : : ; . NpW~therie are even· more . reasons.-to :-!Ive 
· ·:· · ;_ ···:with th~ Pest! -FO~ ci HrTiited _,tim~,~-get . · 
~ ...., -.. . 
. ·:· .. " .. · .. :.ONE MONTH'S FREE RENT _. ·. -
' ' 
_.·. ·. with- ~ $99 IOTAL .. MOYE·INcost. .. 
~; • . ' • .:. I .. . ~· .. 
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. Ccill or Stop By Today for Details 
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Favorites 
,_ 2 large, _I-topping pizzas 
for $12.99 
When you' order on_line from Pizza Hut~ -
Coupon Code 3P 
- -. . ~e1'S , iug. 
-~ For that late night snack, 
nothing beats a Nibbler. Especially when 
it's FREE. Get a big cupful of Crispers 
sensational bite-sized cookies or , 
brownies FREE when y~u purchase fi 
any garden-fresh gourmet salad \ ~ 
over $4.00 or hearty 'stacked sandwich. 
Try our 7 cookie flavors (or on~ brownie flavor) 
for FREE. Just show us yqur current UCF student ID card. ) 
. free Nibblers cup -with main dish purchase 
and.UCF student card offer good Nov.14 - Nov. 27. 




391 SOUTH SEMORAN 
WINTER PARK 
ph ( 407) 6 73-4100 
MON.-SAT. I OdO AM - 9 PM 
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM 
WE'RE RIGHT AROtJND THE CORNER! 
GRAND -OPENING! 
WATERFORD LAKES 
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL · , 
ORLANDO -
ph (407) 482-4727 
MON-THU. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM 
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - I 0 PM 
SUN. 11 AM ·- 8 PM 
Cdspers is now open at 436 & University_ and Alafya Trail, which means deli~ious, healthy food is right around 
the corner: ... and it's fast! Plus, we're opening more new locations all the time. l;at in_.take out. .. whatev~r. 




FAST FOOD · .. . 
Terminate the taco, and squash 
. the quesadilla. Crispers is here ... 
1 your new quick, delicious alternative 
to fast food.We've been a central 
Florida sensation for over thirteen 




locations opening all the time. 
Stoke up on garden-fresh gourmet 
salads, hearty stacked sandwiches, 
a dozen tempting soups, all made 
fresh every single day. 
. Jf you're a sweet freak, you sho.uld 
, know that our desserts are 
absolutely o'utrageous .... creamy 
cheesecakes, rich layer cakes, 
cookies, and brownies~ Be sur~ to . 
try a sundae or milkshake made 
with our own Crispers Extre!"Tlely 
1 
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.~ Defense riding _momentum into Saturcby's game 
• ' • f ~ 
FROM PAGE_ 12 
1 Cribbs accounts_ for 2,081. That's 57· percent of 
the offense corning from one man, a number 
lowered by the fact he missed a game against 
defensively challenged Buffalo. He's also had a 
c hand in 14 of the team's 21 offensive touch-
downs. 
., 
So what will . the Golden Cribbs, er, 
Flashes bring to 1:able without their star quar-
terback? Not much. Darryl Polk, a sophomore 
wi~ six interceptions and just one touchdown _ 
this season, would talm command of the 
offense. A f?ignificant fall-off even though 
Cribbs has had a mediocre year passing the · 
ball, with four touchdowns to 14 interceptions 
and just 49 percent of his passes completed. 
'Tm sure [Kent's opponents] have come 
up with ways to force [Cnbbs] into throwing 
the ball more consistently," Krucwk said "I 
~ he feels more comfortable out on the 
perimeter with the ball in bis hands malting 
people miss." 
Booluse of those numbers, passing hasn't 
l been ·a major we,apon for Kent - its passing 
game ranks 111th in the nation. Instead the 
Golden F1ashes have made a living on the 
ground, sporting the nation's ninth-best rush-
~ ing offense. Of course a lot of that comes from 
Cribbs, their leading rusher. He has 1,072 yards 
on the year and averagBs 119 yards per game, 
, good for 15th in the nation. 
JOE KALEITA I CFF 
still, Kent has four players with at least 
150 yards rushlug and a touchdown. Eddie 
Be<rles paces the group with 602 yards aad Senior Elton Patterson needs just two more ~acks to move into a tie for the all-time career sack mark at UCF. 
-' three touchdowns. He also averages a robust 
5.3 ;Yards per carry. UCF has gotten pounded 
on the ground all season, so Cribbs or not the 
Golden Flashes Wm surely exploit this area._ 
"' 'We're concerned about the running 
game even without Cribbs," Kruczek said 
''They had 287 yards agaillst UConn [last 
week]. They didn't rush for 287 in the first half 
[with Cribbs], he missed hall the game." 
nation. They allow just 196.6 pas8ingyards per 
gamewbile UCF gets an averagB of 317.4yards 
per game . .Cornerback Nashville Dyer leads 
Kent with three interceptions and nine pass 
defenses. He also has 56 tackles and two forred 
fumbles. 
.. field position battle. Punter Ryan Flinn has had 
an outstanding year, averaging 41.8 yards per 
kick Thaf s made UCF the best punting team 
in the MAC. P}a.oo-kicker Matt Prater has bat-
tled inconsistency on kickoffs recently, but had 
three touchbacks against Buffalo last week 
defense made a huge turnaround last week 
ahd will come in brimming with same confi-
dence it had early in the year. 
'We knew [Buffalo] had to be a big game , 
for us to prove that we still are the team from 
back in Penn State and Arizona State," weak-
side linebacker Stanford -Rhule said "So we 
just wanted to com~ out and play the same as 
the beginning of the season." Defensively, Kent makes an interesting 
match-up for UCE The Golden Knights' offense 
• has been on a roll &S of late, storming up· the 
natiorull ranking'S in passing offense. They 
rank fifth in that category and 20th in total 
> .offense coming into this week . 
But the Golden F1ashes possess a formi-
dable passing defense, ranked -~ in the 
Conversely,- Kent has a horrible run 
defense. They give up 242,6 rushing yards per 
game and have allowed 16 rllshing touch-
downs. overall the Golden Flashes stand 101st 
in the nation in rushing defense, out of 117 I-A 
temns. While D_CF doesn't statistirnlly have a 
good running offense, running back Alex 
Haynes is certainly a weapon and could have a 
break-out game. 
The Golden Knights should also win the 
On the other hand, the GoldenF1ashes are 
one of the worst kick returning temns in the 
nation, 93rd on pUiit returns and 115th on kick-
offs. -
UCF's degree of difficulty in this game 
depends largely on the h¢th of Cnbbs. Even if 
he does play, bis hamstring will likely fu;nit the 
mobility so key to bis game. The Golden 
F1ashes. might have some success on the. 
ground anyway, but the Golden Knights' 
With or without CribbS, Kent doesn't have 
the horses to hang with UCF. So long as · the 
Knights don't look too far ahead tQ a potential-
ly pivotal game next week agaillst Miami, the 
Golden Knights should notcti another comer-
ence victory. 
UCF 35, Kent State 13 
Kuhlman and VanLooven lead a strong defense 
FROM PAGE 12 
rang so loud it was nearly impossi-
ble to hear anything else. 
'We're just ha,ppy to finally 
know where we're going and who 
·we're going to play," UCF Coach 
Amanda Cromwell said. 
The Golden Knights (18-4-0) 
have not played Auburn (14-4-2) 
this season, put do lead the series 3-
0 with the last win eoming in 1997. 
They have played this season at tlie 
Seminole Soccer Complex. 
"I like that we're going -to 
F1orida State," Cromwell said: · 
'We're comfortable there. We've 
played there unce all ready this sea-
son and we played well." 
UCF lost to FSU 3-1 back on 
Oct. 4. The Seminoles were ranked 
17th in the country at the time. 
They're now ranked 22nd Auburn 
is not ranked, but is receivingvotes 
in the Soccerbuzz.com and the 
NSCAA Coaches Tup 25 polls. 
The Tigers won the regular 
season Southeastern Conference 
title, but were upset by eighth-seed-
ed LSU in the SEC tournament. The 
· Knights shared the regular season 
Atlantic Sun Conference title with 
Florida Atlantic and won the A-Sun 
Championship with .a 3-2 win over 
Jacksonville. 
Auburn Coach Karen Richter 
played at UCF from 1987-90, was an 
assistant coach from 1991-92 and 
was the head coach from 1993-98. 
The Knights' three wins over · 
Auburn came with Richter at the 
helm. UCF's seniors were Richter's 
last recruiting class, so playing 
Auburn is especially sweet for them. 
"This coach recruited all eight 
of us," senior Nicole Cieslak said, 
"so we never gut to play.for her, so 
now it's revenge time. She left us 
and nowwe're guingto beat them," 
Classmate Jackie VanLooven 
said she knows Richter left for a bet-
ter opportunity, but it still hurt. 
'We felt deserted," VanLooven 
said 
Well, in came Cromwell and chemistry and it has paid off. They 
four years later she and Richter's - are 32-10 over that SPa!l with two A-
:linal recruits have led UCF to the Sun Championships. This season's 
most sucressful season in school team has ·a good mix of upper- and 
history. The Knights' 18 wins are under-classmen. Freshrrian 
two better than the school's previ- Jennifer Montgomery and senior 
ous best. Cieslak have dominated the offense, 
The Knights advanced to the while seniors VanLooven and 
second round of the NCAA Jessica Kuhlman and freshman 
Tuurnament in Cromwell's first Summer Savage have dominated 
year, but they lost in the first round the defense. · 
of the A-Sun Tuurnament tbe next Montgumerytied UCF's record 
season and went 8--11-1 on the year. for points in a season with 46 Friday 
VanLooven and Cieslak said that - against Jacksonville State. Cieslak 
team strilgg'l.ed to find any kind of is second on the team with 32 
chemistry. points. · VanLooven, Kuhlman and 
The past two seasons · the- _ Savage are part of a UCF defense 
Knights have worked to buf!d team_ that has recorded 12 shutouts. 
Mercer holds the top seed with conference's best offense 
FROM PAGE 12 
the Dolphins earlier this year, the 
Golden Knights outshot JU 16-5, but 
one of Jacksonville's five shots 
found the back of the net. The 
Dolphins won that game 1-0, but 
Wmch feels that that "stolen game" 
gives UCF a good chance in the first 
round. 
':Jacksonville is a great oppo-
nent for us because ... the guys feel 
that we let them take one from us," 
Wmch s.aid 'We did everything in 
that game well except score. We 
knocked it off the post a few times, 
but it was just one of those games." average. The first game in the tour-
But the Dolphins are not a nament looks to be a hard-fought 
team for anyone to look past. Their defensive battle, as Williams match-
offens~e attack is led by Richard es up very well against UCF's own 
Blackburn, who leads the confer- brick wall Ryan Mcintosh. 
ence in assists, and has only one - Should the Knights ~t past 
less point this season than UCF's Jacksonville,· they will face the win-
leading scorer, Juan.Pablo .Giraudo. ner of Friday's second gam~ 
Jacksonville's greater strength lies between top-seeded Mercer (1(}6-1 
in its defense. _ overall, 6-1-1 A-Sun) and fourth-
Led by goalkeeper Greg seeded Stetson. Mercer_ defeated 
Williams (w4o leads the A-Sun in UCF in Orlando 4-2 when they met 
shutouts), the Dolphins allow fewer earlier this season. The game was a 
goals per game than any other team battle, with UCF committing 26 of 
in the A-Sun. Williams also leads . the 47 total fouls in that match. 
the conference in goals against Mercer boasts the best offensive 
attack in the conference, leading all 
teams in the A-Sun in points, goals, 
·goals per game, assists and assists 
per ganie. They are led by three of 
the top 10 scorers in the A-Sun in 
Del Olaoye, Ramiro Canovas and 
Mark Donnelly. 
Stetson (8--9-1 overall, 5-3-0 A-
- Sun) enters as the fourth and :!in.al 
seed. Should the Golden Knights get 
· to face their intrastate rival in the 
tournament, theywill look to repeat · 
their stellar performance when they 
faced Stetson to open conference 
play this season. UCF won 3-1, 
aided by ~at was to become a 
nearly routine eight-save perform-
ance by goalkeeper Ryan Mcintosh. 
Stetson iS led by one of the top net-
minders in the conference in Ian 
Landrum, but their anemic scoring 
attack could haunt the Hatters in 
tournament play. 
, The Knights can hold nothing 
back if they expect to win the tour-
nament and live up to the expecta-
tions placed upon them. All of the 
games look to be tooth-and-nail bat-
tles in this- one-and-done tourna-
ment. 
''There is no tomorrow," Wmch 









Giraudo's play, at first 
off the bench and more . 
recently as a starter, · has 
helped the Go.Iden Knights 
clinch the third seed in the 
Atlantic Sun. Conference 
Tournament. lie and fellow 
forward Freddy Koyagiafo 
h11ve emerged as ·the 
starters down the stretch 
· for coach Bob Winch's 
squad, and while their 
1 chemistry · baffles their 
coach, it also pleases Ww. . 
"It's been a pleasant 
surprise," Winch said. "It 
was a struggte for [Juan] 
and Freddy at the begin-
ning of the season because_-· 
. neither one had played 
. organized soccer in a year, 
but they've really come 
through. They separated 
themselves from the other 
forwards with their consis-
tency and ability to score , 
goals. You always want to 
find guys who combine well 
together, and there~s ·no 
rhyme or reason ta -their 
relationship - . they're 
from two different ends of 
the world [Koyagialo is ·· 
·· from Zaire] - but they 
click well." 
Winch's secret weapon 
has his own explanation for 
the chemistry between 
Koyagialo and himself. 
"I think it's because he 
· Js more of a forward that is -
big and powerful where he 
fights a . lot more for the 
ball, and I am more of a for-
ward that is fast and likes 
to finish and score the 
goals, so he's willing to help 
nie out and get . assists . . 
That's a really good combi-
. nation to have up top, 
because it's ~o different 
guys that get tog~ther to 
get tp.e job done," Giraudo 
said. 
Giraudo has . had t_he · 
. most impact offensively of 
any lJCF player this sea-
son, freshman or other-
wise. Through the first 16 
games of the season, he 
has eight goals and one 
assist, for a total of 17 
points, good enough for 
sixth in the A-Sun and the 
team lead. That impact has 
surprised many, especially 
Juan himself. 
"I did.not expect to.·be 
leading the team [in goals]. 
I pushed myself and 
expected myself in the off-
season to come in and· defi-
nitely be fighting to be one-
of the top players ()n the 
team," Giraudo said. · 
The Golden Knights' 
young gun feels · confident 
that if UCF plays as a team, 
they . can win the confer- · 
ence tourna:rnent this 
weekend. 
. "If we do what we've 
been doing all season, · i 
have no doubt that we can 
win . this conference," 
· Giraudo said. 
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,EMILY WATTS 
-watts lights-,up competition 
CRAIG BROOKS 
STAFF WlllTER 
When starting outside hitter 
Leyre Santaella Sante went down 
with a sprained ankle Friday 
against Jacksonville, a freshman 
became the Knights' featured bit-
ter. · 
Emily Watts Caine fo UCF as 
a backup setter. So far this s.eason 
she has seen time at right side, ~ 
well as at setter. Against 
Jacksonville, Watts had a career 
match as she became the go-to 
player without Sante . . The fresh-
man registered her first triple-
double in the Knights' first 
Atlantic Sun Conference loss of 
the season. Watts tied a career 
high With 17 kills and ~et new 
.career marks with 11 assists, 21 
digs and six total blocks. 
"Emily is showing her maturi-
ty as .a player with the numbers 
she posted tonight," UCF Coach · 
Meg Colado said after Friday's 
game. 
She followed up that perform-
ance with another career match 
· on Saturday. Watts led UCF with 
21 kills as the Knights beat 
Stetson . to clinch the top seed in 
the A-Sun Tournament. 
Watts ranks in the top five on 
the team in assists, kills, digs and 
blocks per game. 
· "She is a very high· level play-
er and a very mature . player," 
CQlado said. 
Watts has played volleyball 
since she was in fourth grade. Her 
· mom was a setter at Kansas State 
University and · she helped guide 
her daughter's interest. 
"My mom coached a ·grade 
school team and she helped with a 
fifth ·grade clinic and I went and 
played_ with the fifth graders," 
Watts said. 
A native of Wiohita, Kan., 
Watts said it didn't take much ta 
hook her on UCF. 
"I love everything here [at 
UCF]," Watts s_aid. "The Cainpus, 
the girls, the QOach. Meg does a 
really good job of recruiting. I just 
emailed her and talked to her, she 
kept in contaet with me. I made 
one visit and loved it." 
That contact has worked out 
well for both Watts and the Golden 
Knights. Watts has been a key con-
tributor all season. 
"She is a good player now 
and is going to be a great player. 
before she leaves here," Colado 
said. ·· 
This season slJ.e has helped 
the Knights fo ~ 19-11 overall 
· record and a 10-1 A-Sun record. 
UCF looks to defend its confer-
ence title next weekend as it hosts 
the-A-Sun Championships. 
"I love that everyone gives us 
their toughest game," Watts said. 
''We always get the best out .of 
· teams we play." 
-STAFF WRITER KRISTY SHONKA 
CONTRIBlJTED TO THIS STORY 
JOE KALEITA I CFF 
Emily Watts (left) tied a career high with 17 kills Friday again~t Jacksonville, and topped that with 21 kills Saturday at Stetson. 
' 
. ~ -
UCF MAC hopes all but crushed with Marshall win · . 
. KRISTY SHONKA 
STAFF WRITER 
Last . _week the Mid-
. American Conference gave the 
UCF football .team hope that its 
goal for an East Division · title 
was still a possibility. On 
· Tuesday_ ni~ht Marshall virtual-
ly ended that possibility with a 
36-34 comeback victory over 
.Miami. 
If Miami had held on to 
beat the Thunderii:tg Herd, the 
Golden Knights' destiny would 
have been in their own hands. 
Wins in UCF's final three 
games would have clinched the 
East . Division_ title for the 
Knights in their first season in 
the MAC~ Now Marshall needs a 
victory over Ohio to wrap up 
their. sixth consecutive East 
Division title; 
It looked . like the 
RedHawks were going to pull 
off the upset, with Marshall 
quarterback Byron - Leftwich 
watching the game in sweats. 
-Miami took a 34-29 lead with 
6:33 left in the game, but 
Leftwich's . backup Stan Hill 
scrambled for a 1-yard touch-
down with five s·econds left. 
'Miami's attempt at a Hail Mary 





That's right! we are hosting a banner contest for-all clubs and organizations 
al our football game v. Kenr state an Saturday, November 18th at & pm! 
We'll be }ud1ing on: 
What's the Bcaap? 
Groups can work individually or team up fQr this contest. Your banner must be 
:J • · _ checked in a the Sports Marketing table at Gate c by 5:3Dp.m. Judging will take 
) 
_ place during the first quarter, ·so make sure your group is in place and noisy! The 
winner Will be announced right before halftime. There is no ~inimum size requirement, 
but -anners should not exceed B' high by 10' wide. No use of profanity will be allowed. 
-~~~ . 
Your group will be invited down on the field at halftime lo form the tunnel to greet the 
football team as they come back onto the field for the second half! You will also be featured 
on the video board during the second half, so be-sure to wear your organization's name 
(in black and gold, of course!J 
Questions? 
Email gert@mail.ucl.edu _ 
GO KNIGHTS! . 
·in .partnership vvith SGA: 
UCF Dance Ma~rathon· 2003 
Benefiting the Child~en"s Miracle Ne~work .. 




Busses ieave From Wakadoos @3:00 to the·~ Citrus Bow·I 
funded by the.Activity and Service Fee-through the Student Government Assoclation 
EPIC 
f' f-
... Jl { ! 
, . . 
. . . 




m 60 seconds' :Gone: 
Automobile thefts up in college communities 
DENiSE BLOOM 
STAFF WRITER 
Although UCF is 
-: ranked as the ·second-safest 
campus in the state, stu-
dents like junior Desiree 
DeAngelius, 20, aren't feel-
: ing secure lately: 
She lives in an off-cam-
. pus ap'artment in Jefferson 
Commons, one of many stu-
dent complexes that is regu-
. larly plagued with cases of 
·car theft. 
. - "Although I am not 
scared for my personal 
safety, I am scared for my 
.car's [safety]." 
Over the past couple of 
weeks, a rash of car· thefts 
has apartment complexes 
and Orange County officers 
on alert - warning students 
about incidents and ways to 
safeguard their vehicles. 
Apartment complexes 
are usual targets of car 
theft because _of the high vol-
. ume of cars in a concentrated 
area, according ·to com- · 
mander ·Roland Lacroix of 
the Orange County Sheriff's 
Office. 
''We distribute fliers with the 
purpose of informi.J+g students," . 
Lacroix said. "It means there has 
probably been a few car thefts in 
their immediate area and we hope to 
increase awareness." 
Awareness and precaution can 
help reduce the number of car thefts, 
Lacroix said. -
"Students should remove all 
valuables from the backs. of their 
cars and make sure they lock up," he 
said. "Do not leave anything in plain 
view that could be of interest to the_ 
thief." -
Apartment complexes also have 
a solid defense to combat these 
thefts, said Jason Seifer, a communi-
ty assistant at Jefferson Commons. 
"Police officers .,patrol the 
grounds Monday through. Thursdays 
and they are looking to extend this 
through the rest of the week as well;" 
he said. 
"We ask'the resident to report 
any suspicious behavior," he said. 
"Because they live th€'.re, they are 
used to the usual surroundings and 
happenings. Your neighbors can be 
your best defense." . 
' DeAngelius is aware that car 
theft is happening in her neighbor-
hood, but doesn't know if she can 
stop worrying about her car, even if 
she follows the preve:qtative meas-
ures. 
, "If my car was stolen or dam-
aged, I might have to deal without a 
car for weeks," she said. "I'~ not 
sure how I would manage, you 
PHOTO BY KURT ISAACS I CFF 
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Drivers keep their 
eyes off the road 
CRYSTAL ESPINOSA 
STAFF WRITER 
Attempting to drive a stick shift. car 
while talking on her cell phone and changing 
CDs are only a few of the distractions junior 
Emily Gollnick, 20, encounters daily. 
"Everyone says that they are perfect 
drivers and aren't so distracted as to the 
point of being qangerous,'' she said. "But to 
be honest, it is dangerous to drive with all · 
those distractions," Gollnick said. 
New York law enforcement believes that 
cell phones pose a dangerous threat to driv-
ers. New Yorkers face fines of $100 if caught 
using a hand-held cell phone while driving · 
as a result of the mst law of this kind in the 
nation tO restrict drivers from talking and 
driving. The legislation 'allows for the µse of 
hands-free· cell phones and would allow 
hand-held· phones fu: case of an emergency. · 
New York is the first state to pass such 
a ban on· cell phones, however, they aren't 
alone; thirty-four other states are consider-
ing legislation banning the use of hand-held 
cell phones while driving as well. 
While the media and law may portray 
cell phones as a dangerous distraction for 
drivers, the main consensus among UCF stu':" 
dents· is that there are bigger distractions 
than cell phones. 
·. ''When I'm on my phone, I'm still alWays 
looking around me," said junior Bethany 
Rutcho, 21. "I'm still a defensive driver, 
always looking in my rear view mirrors and. 
such. But when I'm digging in my purse for 
something like a. cig-arette or changing a CD, 
I look away from the road." 
Freshman Armando Izaguirre, 18 
claims that changing the radio station is 
more distracting for him than using a cell 
phone. 
"The radio, itself is a distraction for me 
because -I don't have one specific radio sta-
tion that I lik~;" Izaguirre said. "So I con-
stantly spend time ch~ging the station and 
PLEASE SEE. Cell ON 22 
become used to the independence 
and convenience a car brings." he radio i.tself is -a distraction for me because I 
Junior 'Lauren Masiano, 20, can 
relate. . don~t _have one specific radio station that I like. 
"Although · my car isn't what . . .. 
-- _ many ·poople woUld consfder ... val_q-, ~ • . '. · -... ._ .• ,' '~·': :- ; ~- X\ ·... . .-
, -. , able, it's still, mine/ she ~auV'.~dQn'j .: ·, ;· . .. ·· ~-; , : ! •.. - • • :.::' ;~<t-:1 -.:;, .. ~. ~ -;.i';. ~ ' ; :,. 
-,: .. · - ;;,'->irn.ow .. WJ.ifi ~,t would"'d~~tf-~lt;: -w3&. ,'I,. ?i'~< ··{,,._ -~·;'·;:;·.·:~¥r~·;"l, _,i:. ):>~\if;\· · _ ... ., 
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8Daysa -week 
Highlights of the 
cultural calendar 
SHELLEY MARMOR . 
STAFF WRITER 
Thursday,. Nov. 14 
· Art 6all~ry Talk 
Faculty member Rob Reedy will give a · 
free lecture on his work on display in the UCF Art 
Gallery from 10 a.m. - 10:45 a.m. This 'presenta-
tion is in conjunction with the UCF Faculty Art 
Exhibit in the UCF Art.Gallery on display through 
Dec. B; call Janet Kilbride at 407-823-3161. 
Friday, Nov. 15 
Multicultural Student Center Expo . 
Join UCF's µimpus multicultural organiza-
tions at this event to learn more about.them. The 
MultiCultural Student Center Expo takes place in 
the Cape Florida Ballroom. room 316 of the 
Student Union from 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. Admission 
is free. and UCF students can enter a free. draw-
ing to win ·gift certificat~s valued at $50; call 
Chantel Carter at 407-823-2743. 
Saturday, Nov. 16 
Family Weekend 
Sport your black and gold attire as you 
and your family members ·attend the pre-game 
lunch in the Cape Florida Ballroom. room 316 of 
the Student Union: from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. before 
the UCF vs. Kent State football game at 6 p.m. 
Tickets cost $20 for Alumni Association parent 
· and student members. $25 for adult non-mem-
bers. and $15 for children; call 407-UCF-ALUM. or 
1-800-330-ALUM . 
Sunday, Nov. 17 
Family Weekend 
Keep the school spirit going all weekend 
and bring your family to the LEAD Scholar~ Golf 
Tournament at the Twin Rivers Golf Club in 
Oviedo. This is a fundraising event to raise 
money to start a recognition ·program for LEAD 
Scholars. This event costs $65 for a golf package 
. [ncluding breakfast. golf and lunch during an 




Hip-Hop's Undergro~nd Safe Haven. or 
HUSI{ is the place to hear the best musicians 
Central Florida has to offer from this genre: 
Support local music at this all-ages weekly event 
which features an MC battle, a breaking show-
case and other events. HUSH starts at B p.m. in 
the Student Resource Center. and costs $1 before · 
10 p.m. and $2 anytime after; call 1-877~823-
4496. 
Tuesday, Nov. 19 
Comedian Alonzo Bodden· . 
As part of the UCF Tuesday Night Live 
series. the Campus ~ctivities Board presents 
comedian Alonzo Bodden. You may remember 
Bodden's work frpm Comedy Central's show 
"Premium Blend" and "Late Night w!th- Conan -
O'Brien." You can see him for free at Wackadoos 
in the Student Union at B p.m.: call the Office of 
Student Activities at 407-823-6471. 
Wednesday, Nov. 20 
Will's Pub Show 
Come to Will's Pub for an indie rock show 
extravaganza featuring the bands My Hotel Year, 
R~sident Weirdo and Hot Six. All three bands tour 
~lentlessly and are Florida regulars. Catch them 
all at Will's Pub, located af1850 N. Mills Ave. For 
- information on show time and cost call 407-898-
5070. 
Thursday, Nov.11 
'The Rocky Horror Picture Show' 
Come join your "time warped" friends at 
one of the most pop.ular cult films of all time. Go 
on the adventures with Brad Majors and Janet 
Weiss into Dr. Frank~ N-Furter's castle of rocky por-
.... 
ror. This is a free presentation. and can be s~ ., 
· in the Student Resiiwce:(eQter AtidiWriW.. ShoW: , .. 
starts at ~~idnigllt>e~ll: ~th~e; Offae, g~~ '.-· .. •· ~ · · 
• • • • • ...... "' ... ... ,;. ..., - f fi: ·-; ... ,. i<~ t"1t.t . .... ~ \ -~ : ..: 
Act1v1t1ernt:46.1J~82!6471. ~. tE :.i'!· ·~;- -~ · •. ~,- .. 
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: ·For a limited time,·take adVantaue ofour ,,-:· ·· 
• • 4 ........ 
ONE MONTH FREE-RENT & $99 deposit special! · .. 
Included· Amenities: 
-
• Free Cable with 3 
. HBO's 
· ~ • Private Telephone Line . 
• Full-Size Washer & 
- Dryer_· " · 
·Private Bedrooms and 
Bathrooms 
· ·:Large,Walk-in Closets 
-k:::~··: •1; "'· ~ /ol; "',. • ~ 
.. . :iii~ . _c- ·- • "" • '4 
• State_;of-the7Art 
,.._ ,} 
~" Fitness C:ent~r: 
•Basketball &-Sand · . 
Volleyball Courts, 
• sWimming Pool with 
'· 
Sun Deck · · · 
.• Gated Community 
• 24-hour Maintenance 
• less Than ,One Mile 
...:: .. . . 
.from UCF· 
• Protected Natural · 
. Preserve 
. . 





T H E V I L - L A G . E A T , 
, --· Al A FA.YA CLUB " -
·-
. a 1·00 Al~faya_ Club Drivf! : 
.· Orlando, ~lorida 32817 
wWw.thevillageatalafayaclub.com 
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El6HT DOLLAR DININ6. 
Multicultural fare _with 
an international flair 
DONNA .T. SCHUMAN 
STAFF WRITER -
If you enjoy Greek, Italian 
or Mediterranean style food, 
Elijah's Grill is t_he perfect spot 
for you.' _ . -
The menu offers food from 
all over the world. Fbr the taste 
of Greece, the Greek salads and 
gyros are an _excellent choice. 
Italian food lovers will enjoy the 
Italian supreme subs. Elijah's 
also offers Middle-Eastern food 
such as Shish kabobs and Kafka 
kabobS: "We have a good variety 
here," said Elijah Abraham, the 
owner -and chef. 
Vegetarians can also eat 
well at Elijah's. The hummos 
and falafel sandwiches are an 
excellent choice for under $5. 
For an appetizer, stuffed grape 
leaves are available, Veggie subs 
and a falafel platter are also 
available. 
For a taste ofNewYork,-the 
Mallhattan, East Hampton and 




3327 N. Forsyth Road. Winter Par!< 
Hours: Call: -~i!i a5~~ 8 p.m. M-Sat (40~ 679_5600 
Carry out orders available 
The menu prices, all under 
$8, are already affordable . for 
. people on a limited budget. 
However, Elijah's offers daily 
·combo specials. Fbr about $6 
you can get a sub, fries and a 
large drink. Elijah's also offers 
various coupon specials. 
_ One· of the more popular 
items on the menu is the gyro 
sandwich. Abraham cooks the 
gyros and all the food with the 
customer's health in mind. '.We 
prepare them differently for the 
safety of the customer, there is a 
lot less grease left on the meat," 
Abraham said. 
The gyros· are available 
with chicken or the more .tradi-
tional lamb meat. Elijah's deli-
cious cucumber sauce tops off · 
every sandwich. The sauce, as 
well as all of the food, is home-
made. 
Offering the customers 
friendship and nutritious food 
are important to Abraham. He 
~derstands the neeq to eat 
healthy, especially for those in 
school. "I am not conc·erned _Jlith 
the money, it's about giving the 
people good food to eat," 
Abraham said. 
When you walk into Elijah's 
Grill, it becomes obvious why 
the restaurant is so successful. -. 
The overly friendly Abraham . 
and his wife, Elena, greet you, 
almost instantly, when you. walk 
-in the door. 
Abraham opened the origi-
nal location four years ago. The 
_restaurant, then called Louie's 
Deli, found a strong following 
with students and workers from . 
. Wmter Park's industrial area . . 
Fbr the convenience of his cus-
tomers, Abraham recently 
PLEASE SEE Friendly ON 23 , 
. Cell phones, · radios common 
distractions while driving 
FROM PAGE 20 
that's distr&cting. You tend to 
take your eyes off the road 
when you are changing the sta-
tion and a couple of times while 
doing that I've almost hit the 
car in front of me or made a 
mistake with a light and 
turned." 
A study coQducted by the 
University of North Carolina 
Highway Research Center, 
agrees that cell phone distrac-
tions ·are minor compared to 
other potential interferences. 
More than 29 percent of drivers 
reported that they were dis-
tracted by things outside the 
car, 11 percent by adjusting the 
radio or CDs and 10 percent by 
passengers in the oar. , 
Freshman Brandon · 
Kellman believes that .. I;Ie was 
almost hit by a woman who was 
too busy yelling at her chl,ldren 
in her car to stop in time. 
"I actually had to roll for-
_ward one time to keep her from 
hitting me," he said. 
- Nevertheless, some people 
- still question why cell phones · 
have been the only · thing 
banned if they only make up 1.5 
percent of _the distractions, as 
. drivers report. Sgt. John Moore 
said it has everything to do with 
reaction time and defensive 
driving strategies. 
"If . SOp;lf'.thing ha,JR>~Il~ ·'..i("} • ; : .; ~· : . , . l<A:rll! Fu.1(i z CFF · 
while drivtng:. you n.eed· botijj' ·:J,'.s ea~fer-to ~~oi'o:otherbad drivers on the foad when hands are orithe wheel andi".'> · 
hands quickly on the wheel U> · tile infud is oit1he road. · 
respond and-hand-held phones · 
diminish the capacity to do 
that," Moore said. 
Moore believes that the 
-biggest distraction for drivers 
at UCF are cell phones and 
wa.Ilts Florida to pass a law that 
strictly allows only the use of 
headsets while driving. 
Although Florida has . not 
passed any law regarding the 
use of cell phones while driving, 
the Florida Highway· patrol has tions restricting cell phones to 
receqtly added . a code entitled make the roads safer; soine stu-
driver distraction to place on dents feel many other prevalent . 
crash reports for data entry. distractions still remain. 
· The 'officer includes the code "When I pull up to a · stop _ 
and a narrative of the cause of light, I'll put eyeliner on, and 
the accident, such as a · person .. then when it turns green I'll go," 
was dialing a number on their said freshman Katie Walters,18. 
cell phone, looked off the road, "I mean what are they going to 
and hit another car. do, ban eyeliner? You can't ban 
Even with the new precau- everything."; 
-~ -
Cody's 
with UCf II CFamlJJSlldenlJ . 
Tile Place ta Change Yalir Clothe' 
We carry a large· selection. 
of Hawaiian shirts and dresses, sports 
wear and golf ·wear for guys and gals.· 
. , 
118 N. Parr Avenue • Winter Park, n 32189 
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FROM PAGE 22 
moved to" the North Forsyth Road 
location. . 
However, location is never an 
obstacle for Elijah's faithful cus-
tomers. "Some customers drive all 
-the way from the Genev.a and 
Oviedo areas to eat here," Abraham 
said. 
Some UCF students may have 
already tried Elijah's food without 
even knowing it. As Louie's Deli, 
Elijah's Grill catered food for the 
UCF Bookstore. ' -
GET ·READ.YI 
.: · Lifestyles • 23 
-
As the parent of a UCF stu-
dent, Elijah said that he would love 
to see more [UCF students] at the 
restaiirant. "My .son is majoring in 
biology _and will be graduating 
soon," he said. 
A local television station 
recently recogiiized Elijah's Grill . 
·"They awarded us for ha.ving, the 
cleanest restaurant and the best 
food in the area," Abraham said. 
· He welcomes customers new 
and old to the restaurant. "We'd be 
happy to serve you the right way 
and give you the be1;3t food in town." 
This Doming Spring· 
. - .,. 
·. Visit · the SGA ·onice at room 204 
• • ' .4 - - .. .. 
- -




UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE 
- • Among issues in the months-long labor- , 
management strife at the Taronga Zoo (Sydney, 
Australia): yvorkers have resisted manageFs' 
alleged solution for getting Kibabu the gorilla to 
mate (following his rejection of all females for 
six years now), which was to have the keepers 
sedate ~. stimulate hiffi manually, and collect 
his sperm in a container (but that, said one 
keeper, would be "too bloody dangerous. What if 
he woke up?"). It now appears that zoo officials 
are resigned to use technology instead, by a 
process called electro-ejaculation. Earlier, work-
ershad announced a partial strike for a 3 per-
cent pay increase, in that they would stop pick-
ing up animals' droppings (whereupon manage-
ment began docking their pay of the "poo 
allowance" of the equivalent of US $2.40 an hollr. 
• On Nov. 2, skydiver Ron Sirull (1,000 
career jumps) performed at the Air and Space 
Show at Vandenberg Air Force Base (just north 






11651 Univel'SitV Boulevard 
401-.513-9000 
11101 High Tech Avenue . 
401-243-6100 
> -
Dachshund, Brutus the Skydiving Dog (100 
career jUJilpS), to the protests of animal-rights 
activists but (according to Sirull) tffthe delight of 
Brutus, who was "totally turned on." (Brutus 
doesn't jump· alone; he wears goggies and rides 
in Sirull's jumpsuit. According to Sirull, Brutus' 
vet and the Arizona Humane Society say. the 
jumps are safe.) 
People lower than a snake's belly 
In August, Brian Lynch of Scotchtown, N.Y, 
was convicted of stealing $8,000 in donations 
intended for a Sept. 11 FDNY w.idow. Also in 
August, Vernon Coleman, 32 (of Philadelphia), 
and Dane Coleman, 28 (of Upper Darby, Pa.) 
(who are not related), were arraigned on 
charges of stealing $35,000 from a donation fund 
for Afghan children displaced by the war. Also in 
August, New York City landlord Denise M. 
Lyman announced she would not allow the fami-
~y of Sept. 11 victim Danielle Kousoulis into 
Danielle?s- old apartment to secure DNA to help 
detect her remains because Danielle had 
breached her Sept. 1, 2001, lease by failing to 
give three months' notice before "abandoning" 
the apartment. 
Extremely effective clothing 
According to a July Reuters photo dispatch 
from the mountains of northeast Colombia, U'wa 
Indjan girls' traditional "cocora" hats, designed 
to encourage chastity from puberty until mar-
.riage, consist of oversized cones made of layers 
of large sheets of green leaves, all completely 
covering the girls' heads, except for narrow eye 
slits. 
The' Central Florida Future• November 14,-2002 
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500 ON CAMPl!S 
550 EJIENTS 
600 GREEK LIFB 
700Misc 
amce iefupil'ooe 11~uti4C · ~ 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Of(K~ Address 
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160 
Orlando, FL 32817 
lassifieds 
Thursday November 14, 2002 
r:'.,_'t'-~ ----·~ ~· ~=~~~,.t~~ 
9,, _,., ~l!._Pla!~1'd __ · · ,.; 
By Phone: (407) 447-4555 
By Fax: ( 40.7) 447-4556 
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com 
In Person: University Court, Suite 160 
(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A) 
D'!dline ,__; 
3 pm. Fri. for Mon. Issue 
3 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue 
~)i,y~ent Methctd!,,.. 
Cash, Check, 




800 JlEuGION 407~447-4555 . .. dassifteds@IJUfuture.com 
miJ HELP WANTED 
Interested in Modeling? 
Visit 
www.danncaps.com/modelnn.htm 
for information on this 
exciting opportunity. . 
Valet Parking - Positions starting at 
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly, 
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT 
AM/PM positions available at upscale 
_ hotels in the Downtown Orlando and 
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275 
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail. 
Bartenders Needed 
No Experience Necessary 
Earn Up To $300 per Day 
866-291-1884 xFL01 
PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica 
Financial, Services, a subsidiary 
of Citigroup is looking to hire 
4-5 students. High compensation 
potential! Set your own hrs. 
Call Kevin@ 1-866-208-3263. 
Earn $500 to $5000 per month 
working from home, campus, or 
anywhere! www.lookrightnow.com or 
call 888-318-8094. Training, bonuses, 
vacations, you name it, we got it. 
No Exp Necessary! · 
BACK TO SCHOOL WORK $10 
Base/Appt PIT Flexible around classes 
No Exp. Necessary, Great For 
Students, scholarships, Cust svc/sales 
conditions apply. Apply ASAP 
407-862-8786 4collegework.com 
Female Model Needed for Computer 
Graphics Artist for reference poses for 
3-D creation. $100 for one hour of time. 
Call John for details 407.253.6163 
Bartender Trainees Needed. 
$250 a day potential. Local 
Positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext 100 
lmiJ HELP WANTED 
Great Earning Potential $$$ · 
18+ attractive females, couples 
wanted to a1,1dition for 
Showtime Documentary. 





• Flexible Schedules 




thin females who smoke needed 
for confidential phone interview 
(not anti-smoking). Selected callers 
earn $50. Leave name and number 
and your call will be returned ASAP. 
888-355-0322 Toll Free. 
3 sales people needed to sell roses 
dtwn :08, Cowboys, The Why Not, and 
more! Thurs, Fri, Sat 1 Op-2a. Nice 
smile, reliable car, at least 18. 
$10-$30~av per hour. Join our Team! 
Call Roses by Renee 407-681-3612 
Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day 
potential. Looking for exciting and 
outgoing people. Training provided. 
No experience needect. 
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107. 
FREE WEIGHT TRAINING 
The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and 
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to 
examine ~ow genetics affects the way a person responds to weight · 
training. 
Participants will receive: 
• 24 supervised training sessions 
• . MRI scans of the upper arms 
• $125 
Bnng us vour smile! 









hostess, servers, and cooks. Stop by 
and fill out an application! 
~,, . . 
WiNGHou~ 
Bar fl Grill 
227 -S. Semoran Blvd., Winter Park 
Call Today 
407-823-5163 
for directions, call 407-673-WING (9464) 
• 
lmiJ HELP WANTED 
Make $2,000 by Christmas. 
6 fun FT /PT sales p9sitions. 
Open at Fashion Square Mall 
Avg. $6 to $12/hr. 407-648-2314. 
VACATION TELEPHONE SALES 
FT/PT, paid training, excellent 
commissions, some weekends req. 
UCF quadrangle area, immed. pos. 
avail. fax:407-482-2786 
or email: jobs@kosmasgroup.com 
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED 
No exp. necessary. 
Earn up to $15()-$450 a day. 
1-800-814-02n x907 
FT/PTsales & Asst Mgr opp. avail. 
immd. @ Storehouse Furniture in 
Winter .Prk & Altamont. Seeking . 
outgoing indiv. w/smile! Nights & 
weekends a must. Apply in person. 
Call 407-622-5600 or 407-786-1222 
for directions. 
Valet Parking Attendants Needed 
Locations throughout Orlando area, · 
flex schedules, FT/PT avail, for great 
pay and great opp call 
407-971-9131 
Perfect Job for College Students! 
Student Sales Rep 
Work own hours, great pay! 
Andrew: 706-543-7067 
Email: AGrabin@valuesearch.com 
TRAVEL CONSULTANTS PIT work for 
FIT pay, no exp required, benefits 
available, $80Q-$1600 a week. 
Call MJM travel Inc at 321-939-1214 
ask for John, Michael or Mark. 
Promotional Reps Needed for the- -
In Card. 4 Positions available. 
Great commission and. multiple · 
perks! Check out our u~oming 
event Thursday @ Knight Lights! 
open Bar t0-12, Free giveaways! 





Help wanted PIT & FIT 
1945 Aloma Ave, Winter Park. 
407-671 ·2888 
Buy one get one free menu item with 
UCF ID and this coupon exp 1/15. 
Experienced Babysitter needed 
for 2 yr old in my Eastwood home, 
Flexible evening and daytime hrs. 
Excellent references required. 
Call Kim at (321) 235-1382. 
Cafe by UCF is. hiring servers for the 
best job in town! Must be friendly 
and hard working w/ a great attitude! 
. Call after 2pm for Kathy or Camille 
407-514-6999 
Show off your singing talents at a 
UCF Sporting Event! UCF Sports is 
auditioning national anthem singers 
for basketball and baseball. 
Auditions Dec. 3 8r. 4 in the UCF 
arena. Call 407-823-2807. 
Female Models Wanted: 18-25 
Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8" to 
5'10". For lingerie photo & video 
portfolio-demo's. 407-898-7900. . 
GtobatTrekk Campus 
Representatives get FREE 
AIRFARE ... enough said. 
www.globaltrekk.com/jo or send 
email to jobs@globaltrekk.com 
miJ HELP WANTED 
Prepare mailings in your spare time. 
Weekly paychecks! Range: 
To $938/week possible. For complete 
details, easy online signup see 
www.studentpay.com immediately . 
Own your own business for under 
$200. Free local training and 
assistance. Great fundraiser opp for 
clubs/sororities/fraternities or pay 
for tuition. Work as team or individ. 
Call 321.217.5301 and visit 
www.kcole.grocerybiz.net 
Em!] FOR SALE 
Why rent when you can own? 
Manufactured home in park 
w/2 pools & clubhouse. 3bed/2 bath. 
All appliances incl. Newly remodeled. 
Close to UCF. Around $700/mth. 
Call 407-273-9816. 
'95 Mustang cope for sale, green ale, 
power, V-6, new tires, 73,300 miles, 
cd player, and tint 
$5,200 Excellent condition 
Call anytime 321-945-6270 
DJ EQUIPMENT.& MORE FOR SALE 
32" TV $300, 32" TV stand 
wl compartments $75, DJ speakers 
(easy eliminators) $300, carver-bi amp 
able $300, Yamaha's $200, 500 watt 
Pioneer car amp $200, car boom box 
(two 15" woofers) $150 
call 321-356-7095 
BED 
A queen pillow-top set. Name brand 
w/ warranty. NEW in plastic, 
sacrifice $250, can deliver. 
Call 407-383-0585 
BED 
A full size set, new, .still in plastic w/ 
warranty. Sell $175. Call .407-383-0585 
MATTRESS SET 
.A queen set, orthopedic/plush, 
unused in plastic, sell $210. 
Can deliver. Call 407-383-0585 
***MOVING SALE*** 
Glass-top table w/ 4 chairs, 
brass bedroom set, queen mattress, 
tv, vcr, microwave 
Please call 407-681-6598 
1992 Sunbird 2d coupe, V6, 5 spd, 
new tires, brakes & clutch, sunroof 
leaks. KBB retail value $2785, reduced 
to $1599. Call 407-671-8172 
or (cell)407-443-6473 
SURFBOARD FOR SALE 
7'6" Orion fun shape, brand new, 
used twice, $300, bought in 2000 . 
Call 407-327-8023 
Motor Scooter For Sate 
2002 Model available for only $600 
Almost new helmet also available 
for $60. Please call Andrea 
@ 407-672-1066 
m FoRRENT 
172 Reserved Circle, just North 
of UCF, off Alafaya. '2/2 Condo. New 
carpet/paint. 1100 sq. ft. $850/mnth. 
Avail. immediately. 
Call 407-463-0650. 
2 Issues (1 week): 
8 Issues (4-weeks): 





$7 per wk . 
$1 perwk 
$1perwk 
Charges listed above include an ad of 
up to five lines, 35 characters per line. , 
$1/wk.for each additional line . 
m FoRRENT 
LOOKING FOR HOUSE MATES! 
Unfum shed master bedroom/bath in 
spacious home, UCF/Oviedo area in 
beautiful neighborhood, N/S, no pets. 
1 available. $475/mo + utils call 
407.243.3760 or 407-681-9289 
1 Master bed/bath avail. in 4/4. 
Washer/Dryer, Vaulted Ceilings, 
All util. Incl. Across from UCF. 
Avail. in Jan. $495/mnth. 
Call 904-891-3011. -
-Room for Rent in 3bd/2.5ba. house. 
7 min from UCF. Util;dig. cable, 
phone and DSL incl. Quiet neigh. 
$465/mth. No dep. w/credit appr. 
Female preferred. 407-761-1270. 
Private bed and bath on 2nd floor of 
3/2 home in Jan. Peac~ and Quiet. 
_No smoking. 5 min. from UCF. All util. 
& fastest internet incl. $400/mnth. 
Female only. Call 407-977-6750. 
M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in 
new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated 
comm, 6 mins from UCF, $475/mo 
inclu util, n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool 
& tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or 
239-461-5101 or 239-694-9700. 
ROOMS AVAILABLE ASAP 
IN NEW 412 HOME NEAR UCF. 
$400 INCLUDES ALL UTILITIES. 
FURNISHED WITH BEDS. HOUSE 
HAS GAME ROOM WITH POOL 
TABLE/BIG SCREEN TV. 
407-468-3161. 
APARTMENTS FOR RENT 
4/4 across from UCF, individual leases. 
All util included, MUST move in by Dec. 
Call 407-362-3163 
Will buy you beer!!! 
BEDROOM FOR RENT 
1 BDRM $400/mo + %Utilities. 
Pooltbl, W/D, Cable/ Internet 
Call 407-365-2470 
Room avail ASAP 
in 212 beautiful unfurnished 
apart-Near UCF & Valencia-FML Pref. 
White carpet, pool, tennis, BBall, 
$390/base rent + utilities-Quiet · 
neighborhood w/ security. 
A luxury @ an affordable price! 
· Call anytime (954) 610-4109. 
Large 2bed/1 bath furnished apt. 1/2 
block from ·ocean in Daytona Beach. 
All util. incl. Private parking. 
Pets welcome. $650/mnth. 
Call 386-254-7566 or 813-842-2264. 
1 Bed/bath avail in University House. 
. Close to UCF. Furnished, W/D, 32" 
t.v., pool and all utif. incl. $400/mnth. 
Call Dan at 904-610-2330. 
UCF Large 2b/2b apt. eat-in kitchen, 
w/d hkups, patio, spacious 
living room, just 595/mth. 
Call 407-897-3366 or rpmrealty.net 
Knights Krossing Apartment 
1 b in a 4b apartment, through May 
2003, $390/mth, new lease required. 
Call Paula 800-226-4646 M-F 
3bed/2bath home with large porch for 
rent. Quiet neighborhood, close to 
Blanchard park. No pets. $1200/mnth. 
Call 407-381-2549 or 407-383-5272. 
3bed/3bath apt. avail. Dec. 15. 
All util. included. Minutes from UCF. 
$372/mnth, $200 dep. per person. 
Call 321-765-1158. 
26 • Classifieds 
m FoRRENT 
Room avail ASAP in 3/2 Home 
less than 15,mins from UCF. Only $400 
+ 1/3 util. lnclu cable, w/d, high speed 
internet. Must be N/S_ 
can 407-247-6.152 
Roommate needed for 2br 2.5 bath 
condo 10:-15 from UCF Fully 
furnished, cable, ~ runner, 
and quiet neighborhood. 
Call· 954 257-0439 or 407-677-4698. 
1 or 2 bedroom apts. avail. immed. 
1st mnth. free. No credit check or 
application fee. 3 blocks south of 
University Blvd. Starts at $45Mnnlh. . 
Call 321-229-1426. 
FOR RENT 
3/2 home for rent, 1 o min. from UCF, 
washer/dryer and alarm sys. included, 
$1 OSO/mth, NS, No Pets, 
call 407-207-4021 
Private bed and bath in 414 close 
to UCF. Female only. All until. incl. 
$399/mnth. Call Sarah at 
561-596-2441. 
mi] ROOMMATES 
Clean, quiet, responsible person to 
share private bed & bath in 
3/2 home. Electric incl. Carport. 10 
min from UCF. No petslsmoking. 2 
kids. $450/mnth. 407-804-6700 x8219. 
Roommate wanted for New 38dnn Apt 
Only 1 min from UCF. Incl Vaulted 
ceilings, gym, bball, priv bath, ethemet 
and cable. Only $375 + 1/3 util. 
407-493-6728 
Female roommate wanted. 
Spring semester. Share 2bedl'lbath. 
10 min. from UCF. Upperclassmen 
or graduate preferred. $450 + 112 util. 
Call Lauren at 407-671-2065. 
Private bed/bath avail. in 212 
Waterford Lakes Apt. for $438fmnth. 
+ util. Wooden floor, WID, pool,.-gym. 1 
Minutes from 408 and UCF. Call 
407-963-8023. 
Female ,::loommate needed for Room 
in 4/2,-House with Pool only $375/mo 
:t<utit" Close to UCF. Call Sarah 
• · ': -, at 407-375-3662 
Roommate to share 2bed/2bath 
apt. in Oviedo. Fully furnished except 
bedr.oom. W/D. Non-smoker, no pets. 
$325/mnth. + 1/2 util. 
·call 407-595-0013. 
rm SERVICES 
Perform Better! School, Sports 
or Sex! Help for YOU! 
Unlock your talents and potentials 
NATURALLY. Private Sessions. 
~~hypnode~n.com or 407 851 0945 
lOSE WElllT~ - -
_ -} ~: _ .. llWI 
••ct•• , i , • f ,1 j .' r • r ~ • • • • 
Call Diane llr a 
FREESl•I• 
• WW.,Pay More• Lowest Prices Around · · 
•IDA Approved• No Needles or Waxing 
• MecladlySupervised ·.··.· :.: ·.:.·. 
.. 
Miaodennabrasion .Y reat~;~ii~tf:. 
YOll'skinwill be smoother and healthier! 
Fine Lines• Skin Resurfacing 
Wriiles • Ame• Blemishes • Rosoceo 
Referral incentive program 
Bring this flyer & receive $50.00 off 









- 232 l SE.MORAN BLVD. 
COLOlllAl lOCATIOll 
5680 W. COLONIAL DRIVE 
407.332.8365 407.292.1889 
Oxibrd Square Plaza 
(A~ from SAMS Club) 
Colonial Comer Plaza 
lii:1J SERVICES 
Tutor 
Writing inslruclion aod CLAST 
·preparation 407-679-4299 or 
marshgator1 @earthlink.net 
All American Personnel 
(407) 445-2222 
Executive Placement (no fees!) 
Register w/ our agency, call today 
PROFESSIONAL RESUME ... 
SERVICES 
· lmmigraciOn, Visas 
Traducciones, Notarios 
!Se Hal;tla Espanol! 
LOSE UP TO 30lBS _ ~. 
IN 30 DAY~ ON'-Y $30 
Take control with TOTAL 
CONTROL•. Bu~ Fat, Boosts 
Energy, Controls Cravings. 
407-464-0229 
!!!! LOSE WEIGHT NOW ! ! !! 
Increase Workout Performance 
Lose up to 30lbs natural/herbal 
guaranteed. F~ samples. 
888-202-63o4 
LOSE WEIGHT NOW 
Nubilional and Wellness Products 
Guaran1eed & Doctor Approved 





THEATRE! Hear What You Have Been 
Missing! Refine Your Sound! Acoustic 
Interface Pads Dampen and Absorb 
Vibration, Isolate Distortion, Secure 
Objects and Furniture for Stability. 
Fastens and Adapts Any Speaker to 
Any Stand or Surface. Great for Center 
Channels, PC Multimedia, Wood or 
Tile Floors. www.kleintechsys.com 
ENJOY BOOKS? . 
Coffee and chocolate on us Friday 
nights! Relax at Book Treasures 
Used Bookstore_ CaldecoWNewbery 
authors, classics & sci-fi all at 
half-price. Corner of Univ. Blvd. 
& Goldenrod next to Winn-Dixie. 
Mon. - Sat., 10 am - 7 pm. 
407-677-9092. 
CAKES DELIVERED!! 
Hal/qween Party Gakes 
Friend's Birthday 
Breakfast Meetings 
DELIVERED BEAUTIFULLY GIFT PACKAGED 
WITH PLATES, NAPKINS, FORKS, CANDLES, 
MATCHES, KNIFE, & BALLOONS! . 
Gqtta Order The Cake? 
Take the Hassle OUtJ 
Butten:ream, Chocolate, carrot 
Cakes, Huge Pies, Cheesecllkes, 
Muffins, Pastries, Gourmet 
Cookies & Morel 
.... ,/ 
I' 
orlando executive transportation 
. . . /1 · ,, - -
introduces THE KNIG T OUT SHUTTLE 
.:.A 14 pas. party vm rillig 6- ri. IJCf .. ,. ....... ewim. ,.,J W. Wiiy take 
several cars and risk a DUI, .-,_ ._ ie "wel.,.,,, ,._ • k less dirll $10 a person 
Avai/a61e l. niflds a wed. l'lease--. dis .J k • 10%-...., flll 1-'"" price. 
401-101-8560 




Mond.ay,. Nov. 18 
7:00pm-8:30pm 
Student Union, Key West 218S 
pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/counstst 
Fraternities •-Sororities 
Clubs • Student Groups 
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester 
with a proven CampusFundraiser -
3 hour fundraising event. 
Our· programs make fundraising 
easy with no risks. Fundraising · 
dates are filling quickly, so get 
with the program! It works. . 
Contact Campus Fundraiser at 
(888) 923-3238, or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com 
OAandAA 
Do you feel like your eating/ drinking 
habits are getting out of 
control? Overeaters Anonymous 
meets Mondays at 5:15 pm. 
Alcoholics Anonymous meets 
Wednesdays at noon. In the 
UCF Campus Wellness Center 
Conference Room. 407-823-5841. 
mJ EVENTS 
Freelance Success 
Writers Workshop By 
Writer's Digest columnist 
Jan. 4,. 2003 in Orlando 
9a-12:30p. Register by Dec. 15 




ALPHA XI DELTA 
Welcome to all parents visiting this 
weekend. We are looking forward 
to our Mom's Tea on Friday, followed 
by lunch and the game on Saturday 
and finishing the weekend with 
Dad's breakfast on Sunday. 
We love our parents! 
KA 
Kappa Delta would like to welcome 
our parents that are visiting for fam.ily 
weekend. We will be taking our 
families to lunch and the football 
game on Saturday and the family 
brunch cm Sunday. We miss you 
and can't wait for this weekend! 
fZ!m MISC. . 
Bartender Trainees Needed. 
$250 a day potential. Local 
Positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext 602 
Spring Break'03 
w/StudentCity.com! 
Air, Hotel, Free FOOD & DRINKS 
and 150% Lowest Price Guarantee! 
REPS WANT-ED! Organize 15 friends, 
earn 2 FREE TRIPS, VIP treatment, 
and cash to promote StudentCity.com! 
Call 1-800-293-1445 or email 
sales@studentcity.com today! 
ACT NOW! We guarantee 
the best spring break prices! 
South Padre, Cancun, J,maica, 
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida 
& Mardi Gras. TRAVEL FREE, Reps 
needed, EARN$$$. Group discounts 
for 6+. 1-888 THINK SUN 
(1-888-844-6578. dept 2626) 
W'flW.Springbreakdiscounts.com 
ml TRAVEL 
SPRING BREAK 2003 is now 
sponsored by Student Express! _ 
Carrcun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica, 
Bahamas, South Padre, Las Vegas, 
Florida, and Ibiza: Book early and get 
FREE MEALS! Student Express 
sponsors the BEST PARTIES and is 
NOW HIRING salaried Salespeople, 
Campus Reps, and On-~ite Staff. 
Contact www.studentexpre_ss,com or 
1-800-787 -3787 for qetails. 
Spring ~reak! Bahamas Party 
.cruise $299, Cancun & Jamaica 
From $429, Florida $159! 
www.springbreaktravel.com 
1-800-678-6386 
, #1 Spring Break Vacations! 
Clincun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Bahamas 
Mazatlan, Florida, SPadre. 110% Best 
Prices! ·Book now & get Free Parties -
& Meals! Group Discounts. Now Hiring 
Campus Reps! 800-234-1007 or 
www.EndlessSummerTours.com 
Interested in discounts on traveling? 
Want to help others g~t discounts on 
traveling and make extra money on the 
side? If so call John at 407-381-0085. 
ml] RETAIL 
Applicants Wanted to study 
Part IV of The Urantia Book. 











t unique -student a11artments 
• 
Home is -. 
. . 
• where yo-ur 




- • j_ • 
Fully-Furnished Apartment H.omes 
.._, ' 
.. 




Free Coble.with HBO, MTV & ESPN 
-. 
Covered Basketball Pavilion 
l 
• Free Internet Access 
• 
·Fitness center with Free Weights 
Amenities, Rents and Incentives subiect to change . 
• 
• 

